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Report synopsis
Systemsdirectors responsible for multivendor environments haveto strike a balancebetween procuring the mostsuitable computing productsforparticular applications,andrestricting the numberofdifferent vendorsin order to control the cost ofmanagingand running a complex computer environment. To get this balance right, they needto appreciate whatthe cost implicationsare, and to concentrate their efforts on thoseareas where the impacton costsis greatest. Three areas warrant special attention ♥the technical architecture, which needsto be designed to reduce complexity;staff,whoneed to be managed to encourage flexibility; operations management, which needsto be organised to ensure that systems can operate smoothly in supportofthe business.Considerable managementeffort will be required,butit is essential if the benefits ofa multivendor environment are to be realised without a heavy cost penalty.
 



Chapter 1
Balancing the conflicting pressures of a

This report is concerned with the management
issues that arise when an organisation☂s
computing facilities are supplied by several
vendors, resulting in a ☁multivendor environ-
ment☂. The word ☁environment☂, as used here,
encompassesall of the computingfacilities used
by an organisation. This overall computing
environmentis usually made upof various levels
of computer systems ♥ mainframes, mini-
computers, personal computers, workstations,
and so on. Often, the computer systems at one
level will be based on a different vendor☂s
products from those at another level.
A particular computer system will consist of
hardware that supports one or more software
environments, each defined by a software
architecture. Sometimes, an organisation may
have several systems at one level, with each
system conforming to a different vendor☂s
architecture ♥ IBM and ICL mainframe systems,
for example. Some software environments are
available for systems at more than onelevel.
Thus, Unix can run on systems from PCs to
supercomputers, and applications conforming
with SAA will run on a wide range of IBM
computers.

If the computer systems supplied by different
vendors operate independently of each other,
the technical problems of managing a
multivendor environment are not much more
difficult than if all the systems were provided
by asingle vendor. The problemsescalate when
the products from one vendorneed to interwork
(or be integrated) with the products of another
vendor. In this context, multivendor environ-
ments can be of two kinds:
♥ Where equipment and software from

different vendors are used to construct a
computer system that conforms to a
particular software environment. This
situation is commonly found with IBM plug-
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multivendor environment

compatible hardware that conforms to
IBM☂s proprietary architecture. We refer to
this as a single-architecture, multivendor
environment.

♥ Whereapplications running in different
software environments(usually defined by
two different manufacturers☂ proprietary
architectures) need to be integrated. We
refer to this as a multi-architecture, multi-
vendor environment. Many Foundation
members have this type of multivendor
environment.

Figure 1.1 (overleaf) shows the four possible
combinations of single/multi-architecture and
single/multivendor. It is important to under-
stand the distinction between a multivendor and
a multi-architecture environment, because it
has a significant bearing on how the systems
function must be managedto serve the business
to best effect. An organisation thatfalls in the
upper right-hand quadrant has the most
complex situation to manage ♥ a multivendor
environmentthat is also multi-architecture. It
might, for example, have ICL and IBM software
environments, or IBM and Digital software
environments.
It is equally possible to have a multivendor
environmentthat is not multi-architecture ♥ an
organisation in the lower right-hand quadrant
might, for example, have IBM and plug-
compatible mainframes such as Comparex or
Amdahl. An organisation in the upperleft-hand
quadrant has just one vendor, but several
architectures ♥ for example, MVS and DOS from
IBM, or GCOS6, GCOS7, and GCOS8, all from
Bull. The situation in the lower left-hand
quadrant, where an organisation has a single
vendor and a single architecture,is the simplest
and the easiest to manage.
Figure 1.1 also showsthat there are advantages
and disadvantages associated with each
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vendors

Multi-
architecture applications

Example Siemens BS2000
Advantage Simplicity

Single
architecture

Single vendor 
Examples IBM: MVS and DOS

Bull: GCOS6, GCOS7, andGCoss
Advantage Simpler relationships with

Disadvantages Limited ability to choose mostappropriate functionality for

Reliance on asingle vendor

Disadvantages Reliance on a single vendor
Reducedability to choosemost appropriate environmentfor a particular application

Figure 1.1 It is important to distinguish between multivendor and multi-architecture environments

 
IBM and Amdahl
MS-DOS

Examples

Advantages Negotiating power
Reduced dependence on a
single vendor
Opportunities for multisourcing

Disadvantage Reduced ability to choosemost appropriate environmentfor a particular application

Multivendor
 quadrant. Some organisations will deliberatelyaim to position themselves in a particularquadrant, or indeed, choose to move from onequadrant to another.
If the aim is to achieve technical and managerialsimplicity, the goal should be a single-vendor,single-architecture environment at each level.If specialised functionality is required ♥ forexample, for fault-tolerant operations, or forCAD ♥ a multi-architecture environmentwillusually be necessary. A multi-architectureenvironment will also give an organisationgreaterflexibility to select the best package forspecific applications. A single-architecture,multivendor environment will usually increasethe negotiating power of an organisation

becauseit will have a choice of suppliers. Thus,users of IBM and plug-compatible machineshave found that they can makelarge savings,and users of Unix systems find that thehardwareis priced very competitively.
This report, however, is concerned primarilywith managing a multivendor, multi-architec-ture environment ♥ the upperright-hand quad-rant of Figure 1.1 ♥ and with the problems ofintegrating applications runningin the differentarchitectures. From now onin this report, theterm ☁multivendor environment☂is used in thiscontext, unless otherwise stated. Neverthe-less, many of theissues addressed apply equallyto single-vendor, multi-architecture environ-ments. It can be nearly as difficult to integrate
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Chapter 1 Balancing the conflicting pressures of a multivendor environment

applications runningin two different IBM soft-
ware environments, for example, as it is to
integrate applications running in IBM andDigital
software environments.
The main advantage of a multivendor environ-
mentis that there is a wider range from which
the best combination of hardware and software
can be chosen for a particular application.
Indeed, of the 80 per cent of Foundation mem-
bers who have computer equipment from
several suppliers, nearly half quoted this as the
greatest advantage. However, a multivendor
environment doesresult in increased complexity
and increased costs in some areas, and does not
necessarily give an organisation the greater
negotiating power that might be expected,
because there is only limited scope for com-
petition between the vendors. Ken Taylor, the
executive and office systems managerfor the
UK Post Office, running NCR and Unisys
systems,is reported as saying: ☁☜☁We had a policy
of playing one supplier off against the other, but
that did not work. Both companies knew that
we couldn☂t simply switch all our applications
from one to the other.☝☂
Systemsdirectors are thus faced by twoconflict-
ing pressures: on the one hand,there are strong
business (and other) pressures to increase the
numberof suppliers; on the other, the manage-
ment problems and the high costs are strong
incentives to standardise on a single architec-
ture or a single vendor. Managing successfully
ina multivendor environmentwill require sys-
temsdirectors to strike a balance between the
business pressures to increase the number of
architectures and vendors, and the extra
managementtime and costs that will undoubt-
edly be incurred by doing so. Whatever the
balance that is struck, the implications will be
significant ♥ on costs, on efforts to integrate
applications running in the different software
environments, on staffing, and on day-to-day
operations.

There are many pressures
to increase the number
of vendors
There are many pressures on organisations to
increase the number of hardware and system
software suppliers that they use. Most of these
pressures are business-related:
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To provide the most appropriate computer
systemsforparticular applications orpackages:
Nearly half of the Foundation members who
responded to our questionnaire had a multi-
vendor environment because it provided the
best hardware and software for their particular
mix of applications or packages(see Figure1.2).
They may,for example, have chosen different
suppliers for batch and online workloads; they
may have chosen an applications package that
wasparticularly well suited to their needs, but
that required different hardware; they may
have had a main supplier who could not cover
the whole range of computing requirements.

To reduce dependence on a single supplier:
Someorganisations prefer to have a choice of
IT supplier, partly to encourage competition
(and hence,be in a position to negotiate better
deals), and partly to secure multiple sources of
supply for this vital corporate resource. This
 

Figure 1.2 Providing the right environment for
particular applications or packagesis the
reason mostoften quoted for operating in
a multivendor environment

Reasonsfor operating in a
multivendor environment
To provide the right
environment for particular
applications or packages

 

Because organisations with
different systems have been ==
acquired or merged

 

Because several managers
have authority to buy ♥
systems and there are no
overriding standards       
As an intermediate step in
migrating from one main be
vendor to another
Sie 22      0 10 20 30 40 50

Percentage of respondentsquoting reason as most
important

(Source: Survey of Foundation members)   
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approach works well in a single-architecture
environment, but there is only limited scope for
playing one vendor off against another in a
multi-architecture environment.
To provide better service to decentralised units:
Decentralised businessareas are likely to have
different computing requirements that cannot
all be met by a single supplier.
To buy the mostcost-effective hardware: Organ-
isations may create a multivendor environment
because they aim to buy the most cost-effective
hardware. One organisation reported a saving
of $1.6 million in its hardware expenditure asa result of its multivendorpolicy.
To provide rapid access to technology: Organ-isations may wish,or need,to use a particulartechnology that their main computer supplierdoes not (yet) support.

Otherorganisations may find themselves oper-ating in a multivendor environment not as-aresult of a conscious choice, but by force ofcircumstance.As the result of an acquisition ora merger, an organisation may have acquiredsystems departments with equipment andsystem software from different suppliers. Thisis likely to happen more frequently as inter-national mergers and acquisitions become morecommon,but even if a mergeris a reason formoving into a multivendor situation, it is not areason for staying there. Figure 1.3 describesthe experience of an organisation that founditself in a multi-architecture environmentas aresult of acquisitions, but that has a strategy torevert to a single architecture.
Multinational organisations may have no choiceotherthan to create a multivendor environmentif there are different major suppliers in each ofthe countries in which they operate. A good
 

A financial services group
The independent systems function ofthis financial servicesgroup provides systemsservices to other members of thegroup, and sells them to companies outside the group.On the mainframe level, the organisation runs a single-architecture system, based on IBM standards, andacquires products from IBM and from compatiblesuppliers in order to increase its choices in procurement.For non-mainframe products, too, it has standardised onIBM architecture, but will consider vendors of compatibleequipment. There are no applications which would benefitfrom a non-IBM architecture.
Over the past few years, the group has made a numberof acquisitions. One of these, a bank, had based its ownmainframe operation on a Bull machine. The group wastherefore faced with a multi-architecture environment andhad to decide whatdirection it should take. It decided toconvert the Bull workload to IBM, for two main reasons:
♥ Part of the businessrationale for the acquisition was tobe able to cross-sell products to the different customerbases. This will inevitably lead to increased integrationbetween the bank☂s systems and those of other groupcompanies, asindividualfinancial advisors sell all theproducts from the different companiesto theircustomers. There is thus a strong business reason forintegrating, andthis is easier to do in a single-architecture environment. Since all the businessfunctions can be supported equally well by eitherarchitecture, there are no strong business pressuresfor a multi-architecture environment.
♥ The groupbelieves that the complexity of theinterfaces between applications running in two 
Figure 1.3 A Germanorganisation is pursuing a single-architecture strategy despite numerous acquisitions

different software environments would reduceitsflexibility.
The group☂s systems function was supportedin itsdecision by the bank☂s plan to move towards-IBM overthe next 10 years. The aim is now to convert in fouryears. The groupbelieves that three features are ofparticular importance in the transition period:
♥ Thesoftware strategy and the applications architectureneed to be considered carefully. A well definedstrategy provides guidelines on whatto do with thesystems of newly acquired companies and how tointegrate them with the existing applications. Thegroup believesthatit is important to involve userfunctions in the formulation of the software strategy,since they often have a better view of how newtechnologies can be used in the systemsthat supportthe business.
♥ Staff questions merit special attention. Many of thegroup's established staff were reluctant to convert, soa retraining programme was introduced. Carefulpersonnelplanning, taking account of natural staffingfluctuations, was Particularly important in managingthe transition.
♥ Strong management commitmentto the single-architecture strategy is the most important factor inensuring its success.
Further acquisitions in the future may meanthat othermachines with different architectures are brought into thegroup.At that time, the group will consider whether thereare business reasonsfor maintaining differentarchitectures.If there are not, it expects to continue withits single-architecture, multivendor policy.   
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Chapter 1 Balancing the conflicting pressures of a multivendor environment

example is Solvay, a European chemicals manu-
facturer with its head office in Belgium. Only
10 per cent of its 45,000 staff are based in
Belgium, and there are large manufacturing and
sales operations in many other countries. The
central systems function has found it very
difficult to standardise on a limited numberof
vendors. It would have been quite impossible,
and inappropriate, in view of the distinct nature
of the business conducted in each country and
the dominance of different vendors, to stan-
dardise on a single vendor throughout the group.

Multivendor environments
are costly and complex
to operate
Evenif it is technically possible for an organ-
isation to meetall of its computing needs with
a single level of computer systems, it may not
be economical to do so. Thus,although it may
be possible to provide personal computing
facilities on an existing mainframe,it is likely
to be cheaper to do so on a personal workstation
from a different supplier. The other extreme of
choosing the optimum hardware and software
for each application would also be very
expensive becauseof the resulting complexity,
particularly if applications running in different
software environments needto be integrated.
Figure 1.4 shows how the total cost of the
systemsfunctionis likely to vary as the number
of different types of computer systems
increases. There are two cost factors at work
here. At first, the cost of providing individual
applications will fall sharply as the numberof
types of computer systems is increased,
reflecting the fact that it is not economical to
meetall computing requirements with a single
level of computer systems. Thus, most Foun-
dation members now have mainframe, minicom-
puter, and PC systems. As the numberof levels
increases, the cost of the resulting complexity
increases, albeit slowly at first. However,if
additional software environments are added at
any of the levels to meet specific application
requirements, the cost savings, in terms of
hardware and software, will be less dramatic,
while the costs associated with the resulting
complexity and integration needs will rise
steeply.
The overall cost of the systems function is, of
course, the ☁U☂-shapedcurvein Figure 1.4 that
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Figure 1.4 Thetotal cost of a systems function varies
according to the numberof different
software environments

Cost

   

   

  

  

Total cost

Cost of
complexity and
integration

Cost of providing
individual
applications

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Numberof software environments   

is the sum of the other two curves ♥ with the
bottom of the ☁U☂ indicating the optimum
number of software environments. The
optimum number will depend on particular
circumstances, butis likely to be between three
and five. In some cases, this will mean
increasing the numberof vendors. Moreoften,
however,it will mean reducing a large number
that has built up in an ad hoc manner over
several years. Many of the organisations we
spoke to during the researchforthis report are
doing just this ♥ one UK-based company is
aiming to reduce the number of software
environmentsit uses from 19 to four TBM and
ICL mainframes, Tandem, and MS-DOS).
Even with the number of vendors reduced to
the optimum,the demands on managementwill
be significant. Multivendor environments are
very complex to manage. The main areas of
concern are the difficulties of integrating
applications, the problems of maintaining an
acceptable level of service, and internal staffing
problems.
Integrating applications
Difficulty in integrating applications that
operate in different software environments was
quoted as the biggest single problem in
managing a multivendor environment, yet there
are increasing business pressures for this to
happen. More and morelarge organisations are
finding that applications originally designed to
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be standaloneneedto beintegrated so that they
can share data. As the systems director of one
major international bank putit: ☁☁It is an illusion
to think that applications will stay separate:they will merge and you will integrate them.☝
There are many examples of seemingly separateapplications that need to be integrated;Figure 1.5 provides two examples of appli-cations that were developed as independentapplications by ENIDATA, the software andservices company within ENI,the Italian state-controlled energy, oil, and chemicals organi-sation. In both cases, the applications sub-sequently needed to be integrated when thebusiness processes involved were reviewed.Many office systems were originally imple-mented in independent software environmentsbut now needto belinked to the mainstreamdata processing environments. These linkssupport electronic-mail applications, or datasharing, or simply provide office systemsuserswith access to applications running on themainframe.
There are different degrees of integration,ranging from no integration at all to the need

for close, realtime interchange between thedifferent software environments. The pressuresfor integration are also varied, so thatintegration can be classified as being data-driven, user-driven, or process-driven. Theseaspects of integration are discussed further inChapter 3.
The problemsof integrating applications can beparticularly acute for organisations operatingacross national boundaries. Where nationalcomputer manufacturers have an establishedposition in different countries ♥ like ICL in theUnited Kingdom and some ex-Commonwealthcountries, Siemens and Nixdorf in Germany,Bull in France, and Olivetti in Italy ♥ themethodsof integrating systems may differ inmatters of detail.
The need for integration between differentsoftware environments also varies from countryto country because multivendor environmentsare more common in some countries thanin others. In Italy, for example, where IBMis extremely strong in the mainframe market,and where there is no dominant nationalmainframe computer manufacturer, there are
 

date

ENIDATA
ENIDATAis the systems services provider for ENI, theItalian state-owned company with subsidiaries activemainly in the oil, energy, and chemicals industries. Itprovides services both to other companies in the ENIgroup and to independent organisations. In ENIDATA☂sexperience, multivendor environments are becoming morefrequent, as a result of the increasing feasibility ofdistributed information Processing, and the wide diversityof hardware. ENIDATAis also aware of the growingimportance ofintegration. It cites two cases in whichindependent applications were developedin differentsoftware environments, and which subsequently needed tobe integrated as business needs changed.
In the first case, a central 1BM system was used tocapture timesheetinformation, which was used for bothaccounting and payroll purposes. A separate copy of thetimesheet was rekeyedinto a decentralised Digital Vaxthat supported an application to plan and monitorstaffallocation. The two computer systems were completelyseparate. In order to speed upthestaff-allocationapplication on the Vax, staff were allowed to use portablePCsto enter the timesheet data, rather thanfill out Paperforms. This meant that there was no Paper copy forkeying into the central IBM. A simplefile-transferprocedure was therefore set up to move the timesheet 
Figure 1.5 Applications that are developed as independent applications frequently need to be integrated at a later

data from the Vax to the IBM system, thereby increasingthe level of integration between the two environments.
The second example is technically

a

little more complex.Again,it involves the integration of applications running onthe central IBM administrative system, and on adecentralised Vax system. The Vax was part of achemical-plant control system, and was connected to aPC that was used to monitor deliveries of raw materials tothe plant. When the complete business process wasconsidered, it became clear that the delivery of rawmaterials neededto be integrated with the administrativesystem on the IBM that controlled supplier payments. Atfirst, this was done by transferring files to the IBM system,but the transfer was frequired in both directions, andwilleventually use the SNA LU6.2 Procedures for peer-to-peercommunication. This higher level of integration has beenmore difficult to implement Owingto the scarcity ofappropriate technical skills.
In both examples, there are good reasonsfor usingdifferent environments fordifferent applications; the needfor closer integration arises directly from the applications.This situation is typical of many systems with whichENIDATAis involved, and of many multivendorenvironments we encountered during the research for thisreport.   
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comparatively few multivendor mainframe
environments. By contrast, in Germany,
relatively well-integrated multivendor environ-
ments are commonplace, promoted both by
strong local suppliers (Siemens and Nixdorf),
and by the strength of the manufacturing
industry, which has been quick to exploit
☁integrated☂ applications.
In France, there is a strong emphasis on
multivendor systems integration as a result of
the strength of local manufacturers and systems
houses, and of Transpac, the French public
packet-switched data network. The extensive
use now being made of Transpac to interlink
different software environments means that
there is a solid base of the technical skills
required to build and operate multivendor
systems. In the United States, however, our
research indicates that multivendor environ-
ments are less commonthan in many European
countries, and that applications in different
software environments tend to be less closely
integrated than they are in Europe.

Maintaining service levels
A variety of problems jeopardise the service
level offered to users in a multivendor environ-
ment. Some organisations have difficulty
providing adequate levels of back-up and con-
tingency. One organisation that had acquired a
large numberof different minicomputers found
that it also had to acquire several back-up
machines. Others have problems with upgrades.
ICI (the UK-based chemicals group), for
example, has IBM andDigital computer systems
supporting office systems functions, which
worked well with a ☁bridge☂ between the two
software environments. At one point, however,
IBM upgraded DISOSS, but Digital did not
upgrade its part of the bridge, with the result
that it was no longer possible to transfer
documents between the two environments.
Multivendor environments can also cause
service-related problems for users. They may
need to use several terminals (one for each
relevant software environment), and to learn
different log-in sequences for different appli-
cations operating in different environments.
Moreover, the systems function will probably
find it more difficult to provide an acceptable
level of user support in a multivendor
environment.
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Dealing with staffing problems
The most frequently mentioned staffing
problems in a multivendor environment were
allocation, training, and recruitment. All of
these problems stem from the need to employ
staff with a range of technicalskills suitable for
each of the software environments, and from
the difficulty of using staff, with the skills
required for one environment, in another.
Systems managementalso needsto besensitive
to motivational problems.

Purpose and structure
of the report
The purposeof this report is to offer systems
directors advice on ways in which they can
manage multivendor environments to greater
effect. Much of the advicein this report applies
equally to simpler computing environments. The
added complexity of a multivendor environment
simply means that the penalties for not
managing it well will be much greater.
Our research was not concerned with the
question of whether or not an organisation
should be operating in a multivendor environ-
ment, although we have provided some
indications of the circumstances in which it
might be wise to move towardsa less complex
situation: we have concentrated, instead, on the
issues that are of paramount importanceto an
organisation that is in such an environment,
either by choice or by force of circumstance.
(The scopeof the research carried outfor this
report, and the research team are described in
Figure 1.6, overleaf.)
In Chapter 2, we examine the effect on costs
of operating in a multivendor environment,
particularly at the mainframelevel. Although
large savings are possible when acquiring
products, considerable extra costs can arise over
time, which will usually outweigh theinitial
savings. We describe a model that will help
Foundation members to identify those areas
that have a significant impact on costs and that
therefore need to be managed most carefully.
In Chapter 3, we identify the basic elements of
an organisation☂s overall technical architecture
that need to be defined in order to control the
costs associated with multivendor environments
♥ the hardware and applications architectures
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Figure 1.6 Scope of the research and research team

The conclusions and recommendations ofthis report are
based on an international research programme carried
outin the latter half of 1989. The research consisted of
a review of the publishedliterature, and 47 interviews
with vendors of IT products and services, and users ofmultivendor systems. We also gathered the views of 137Foundation members through the questionnaire sent outat the beginning of the research, and a focus groupinthe Netherlands. We spoke to organisations based inAustralia, Belgium, France, Germany,Italy, theNetherlands, the United Kingdom, and the UnitedStates.
During the research for the report, the 1989 Benelux/UKFoundation Conference on ☁Problem Managementin aMultivendor Environment☂ was held. The conclusions ofthat conference are reflected in this report.
The report was researched and written byMichael Lloyd, a senior consultant based in Butler Cox'sLondonoffice. He was assisted by Tony Manley, aprincipal consultant, also in the London office,Onno Schroder and Frans Molhoek (Amsterdam),Lothar Schmidt (Munich), Xavier Dalloz (Paris),John Cooper(Sydney), and Antonio Morawetz (Milan).   

and the software infrastructure. They need tobe designed to reduce complexity and tofacilitate integration. Standards are helpful, butare certainly not a panacea for limiting therisks and costs of integrating applications in

different software environments. Defining andmaintaining a technical architecture does, how-ever, require substantial investments of timeand effort. ♥
The two main staff management problemsin amultivendor environmentare staff allocationand training. In Chapter 4, we describe howrecruitmentandtraining policies can be used tobuild a team of systemsstaff that can be usedeffectively in different software environments.Backed up by a small group oftechnical experts,such a team can alleviate many of the staffproblemstypical of a multivendor environment.Again, considerable managementeffort is re-quired to overcome the problems,but the result-ing greaterflexibility in the ways in whichstaffcan be allocated will more than repaytheeffort.
Chapter 5 addresses the problem of maintaininga high level of operational service to users in amultivendor environment. Good proceduresareparticularly important, and special attentionmust be paid to making the multivendorenvironmentas transparent as possible to users.In order to manage day-to-day operationsproblems, the relationships with existingsuppliers need to be controlled, and alternativesources of supply for operational services shouldbe considered.
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Chapter 2
Understanding the cost implications

A major concern expressed by Foundation
membersin their responses to our questionnaire
was whether a multivendor environment in-
creases or decreases the overall cost of the
systems function. In our research, we found that.
some membersclaim to be achieving substantial
reductions, while others believe that a multi-
vendor environment increases costs. This
divergence of viewsis due largely to a failure
to recognise that there are two kinds of
multivendor environments.
In general, a single-architecture, multivendor
environment will cost less than the equivalent
single-architecture, single-vendor environment.
In a multi-architecture, multivendor environ-
ment, it is usually possible to reduce the costs of
acquiring hardware and software products, but
the continuing costs, particularly staff costs, will
usually outweigh theinitial savings. In this latter
case, the organisation must judge whether the
business benefits deriving from the multivendor
environment can justify the additional costs.
In this chapter, we summarise the varying
experiences of Foundation members, and of
other organisations that have tried to assess the
cost implications of their multivendor environ-
ments. We identify the difficulties that prevent
many systems functions from accurately cal-
culating the cost implications of their multi-
vendor environments, and describe a modelthat
can be used to help them to prepare such
analyses in the future. As weshall see in the
final section, the most significant long-term cost
item in a multivendor environment is the
continuing cost of staff, not the cost of hard-
ware or software.

Costs can be reduced in some areas
but will increase in others
We asked Foundation members whether they
believe that a multivendor environment helps
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or hinders the provision of a cost-effective sys-
tems service. Overall, more respondentsbelieve
that a multivendor environmenthelps, rather
than hinders, the systems function in providing
a cost-effective service. Nevertheless, more
than a third of the respondents believe that a
multivendor environment hinders, or severely
hinders, their efforts. Only 15 per cent believe
that it has little or no effect (see Figure 2.1).

Figures 2.2 and 2.3, on pages 10 and 11, describe
the experiences of two UK financial services
organisations with very different viewsof the
cost implications of a multivendor environment.
The first has been able to save money by
standardising on Unix (in other words, on a
single architecture) and choosing the most cost-
effective hardware available. The second found
that its multivendor (and multi-architecture)
environmentresulted in increased costs, caused
 

Figure 2.1 Opinions are divided aboutthe influence
of multivendor environments on the cost-
effectiveness of the systems function
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A major service-oriented organisation
This UK organisation provides a range of services to the
public. Sixty-five per centof its annual $75 million IT
budget is accounted for by payments to vendors for
hardware, software, maintenance, and telecommuni-
cations, and by hardware depreciation. Thus, significant
savings can be achievedbyrelatively small-percentage
cost reductions in these areas. The systemsfunction
therefore has a long-term policy to reduce thesecosts,while continuing to provide its users with the requiredfunctionality. Multivendor solutions are seen asa Critical
elementin achieving this aim.
In oneof its businesses (the provision of insuranceservices), the systems function has successfully mixedUnix-based open systems with proprietary systems onitsnetwork, and this has allowed it to choose the most cost-effective equipmentfor each application. The systemsfunction claims that this approach has reduced somecosts by around 40 per cent, compared with the easier
The true benefit can be measuredin terms of improvedservice availability without the cost overheads associatedwith non-stop computing. The main savings are onhardware and software.In arriving at the estimated costsavings, the following factors were taken into account:
Costallocation: If all the ancillary additional costsassociated with a multivendor environment are charged tothe first application, these may well be more than thehardware and software cost savings. If the move to amultivendor environmentis part of a longer-term strategy,the additional costs, such as those incurred in ☁reskilling☂the systems function, should be recognised as aninvestment.
User-training costs: Users need training in the use of anynew system, so usertraining in a multivendor environmentdoes not give rise to additional costs. In the case of thisorganisation, there have been no significant user-interfaceproblems arising from the use of different vendors☂equipment. 
Figure 2.2 A multivendor environment can reduce hardware and software costs

option of standardising onits mainframe supplier☂s system.

Systems staff training costs: Training systems staff to workwith a different vendor's product may costa little morethan training them to use a new product from the samevendor. In this organisation☂s experience, the additionalcostis insignificant compared with the cost savings andcommercial advantages that can be achieved. Whereconsiderable retraining would be required, it has found iteasier to recruit young, inexperienced people andtrainthem, becauseit has found thatit costs less to do this,andtakesless time, than it would to retrain someexperienced systemsstaff. In the words ofthisorganisation, ☜The learning curve is shorter than the re-learning curve☂☂.
For oneofits projects, which requiredfile servers andterminals to be placed in each of 200 branches, thesystems function compared the proprietary solutionavailable from its mainframe supplier with an opensystemssolution, commissioned from a software house,based on a different vendor☂s Unix machine. For theproprietary solution, the capital cost of the equipmentforeach branch would have been $14,000, compared withonly $7,000 for the Unix-based solution. The equipmentiswritten off over five years, which meansthat the annualequipmentcost for each branchis $1 ,400 less with theUnix-based solution. Annual maintenance andothercostsare also $1,000 less for each branch, resulting in a totalannual saving per branch of $2,400 ♥ a reduction ofmore than 50 per cent compared with the proprietarysolution. Theinitial once-off implementation costs for theUnix-based solution are higher ($105,000) because of thedevelopmentcosts of providing an interface to theProprietary mainframe application.

Thus, for aninitial additional expenditure of $105,000,thisorganisation is able to obtain a saving of $480,000 perannum(initially 200 branches, but forecast to grow to400). It is also in a better position to implement additional☁open☂ facilities, such as those based on the X.400protocols.   largely by an increase in the costs of technicalsupport and the increased complexity of inter-system connectivity.
The cost of hardware and applicationpackages can be reduced
The main areas in which a multivendor environ-ment (whether it be single- or multi-archi-tecture) can lead to cost savings are in theacquisition of hardware and applicationpackages. Forty-nine percent of the memberswho responded to the questionnaire claimedthat a multivendor environmentled to savingsin hardware-acquisition costs, and 32 percentreported savings on application packages. Some

of the savings were quite large: 10 of therespondents said that they had been able toreduce the costs of procuring applicationpackages by more than 50 percent. Because thechoice of suitable options is wider in amultivendor environment, organisations havebeen able to find cost-effective packages tomeet a business need that would have requireda bespokeapplicationif they had beenrestrictedto a single software environment.
Additional costs may be incurredin all other areas
Evenin the hardware and application-packageprocurement areas, however, a significant
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An international investment bank
A leading financial services companyin the City of
London has experienced substantially increased IT costs
as a result of its multivendor environment. The multivendor
environment arose from a combination of two
circumstances ♥ the merging of three companies, and
the need to have new systemsin place in time for the
deregulation of UK financial services (the ☁big bang☂). The
three companiesall had different computing environments
♥ one had ICL computers, one had Digital and Hewlett-
Packard equipment and a Britton Lee database engine,
and the third used IBM and Wang equipment.
In addition, the company usesfault-tolerant Stratus
equipmentforits front-office systems. Since there was no
time to create bespoke systems to meet the new
requirements, application packages were used as the
basis for the new systems. As a result, the required IT
systems were fully operational on the first day of
deregulation. However, the lack of time to rationalise or
rewrite the systemsleft the company with seven separate
suppliers ♥ a truly multivendorsituation.
Thefirm subsequently analysed the costs it had incurred
in providing the essential business services by the
required date. There had been somesavings, but in most
areas of expenditure, there had been additional costs. The
package solutions had been cheaper than creating
bespoke applications, but the resulting increased
complexity of inter-system connectivity meant that 
Figure 2.3 A multivendor environmentcanincreasetotal costs

considerable effort was required by technical-support staff
to overcome the problemsoftransferring data between
the systems. For back-up and contingency purposes, the
company hadto install more duplicate equipment in
expensive space than it would have neededwith a single-
vendor environment. Morestaff were also needed to
handle the different environments, particularly in the
operations area and for systems maintenance and
technical support.
Additional costs will also be incurred to rationalise the
unwieldy situation that has resulted from the need to meet
the ☁big bang☂ deadline. Now that the systems are
operational and providing support to the business, a
programmeofrationalisation has been prepared. The
intention is to reduce the number of vendors. The main
objectives are to reduce data duplication between
systems, speed up operations by eliminating tape transfers
between systems, and achieve savings in hardware and
operational costs. Before this can be achieved, however,
considerable systems developmentcosts will have to be
incurred, much of which may be seen by the users as
☁non-productive☂, in the sense that it does not add
functionality to the application systems.
The lesson from this company☂s experienceis thatif a
systems department is forced into a multivendor
environment, it should plan for increased costs in most
areas.
 

proportion of members reported that a multi-
vendor environment gave rise to additional
costs. Thirty-six per cent of members reported
extra hardware costs and 26 per cent reported
extra application-packagecosts. In all other cost
areas, more organisations reported additional
costs than savings, as Figure 2.4, overleaf,
shows.

Staff costs tend to be higher in a multivendor
environment, particularly in the technical-
support area, because of the need for teams of
specialists to support each of the software
environments. Several organisations reported
that they require between 20 per cent and
50 per cent more technical-support staff than
they would for a similarly sized single-
architecture environment. One interviewee
estimated that his organisation spent 60 per cent
more on technical-supportstaff because of the
multivendor environment. User-support costs
are also higher.

Additional developmentstaff, to work both on
specific integration projects and on ☁ongoing
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integration☂, will also be needed. The costs
attributable to specific integration projects are
usually very obvious. The costs of ongoing
integration are less obvious because they
include, for example, the additional work
required to make sure that new developments
or enhancements in one software environment
can be integrated with applications in another.
This means, for example, that the docu-
mentation of applications in both environments
must be scrutinised, and that the different
project teams will need to hold detailed
discussions. Extensive testing will also have to
be carried out to ensure that no errors are
introduced in areas that previously worked
correctly.

Oneorganisation we talked to pointed out that
bugs are more complex and difficult to find in
a multivendor environment, and quoted the
example of an apparent applications-program
bug that took 20 programmers three days to
locate. It was caused by the incompatibility of
the internal date formats of compilers from
different vendors.
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Figure 2.4 In most cost areas, more respondents

reported increased costs rather than
savings, as a result of their
multivendor environment
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By their nature, the cost implications of amultivendor environmentare verydifficult toquantify accurately. In the experience of oneof our interviewees, every project in a multi-vendor environment costs between 10 and 15per cent more, owing to the costs associatedwith integrating the different software environ-ments. Our consultancy experience confirmsthis figure for multivendor environments,although we would expect a much loweroverhead in multivendor, single-architectureenvironments.

Multi-architecture environmentsusually cost more than equivalentsingle-architecture environments
Figure 2.4 combined the responses of allFoundation members with a multivendorenvironment, regardless of whether it wassingle- or multi-architecture. Figure 2.5 showsthe responses separately for those memberswith a single-architecture, multivendormainframe environment and for those with amulti-architecture, multivendor mainframe
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environment. It indicates that savings are morefrequently achieved by those organisations witha single-architecture, multivendor mainframeenvironment, and that additional costs occurmore frequently where an organisation has amulti-architecture, multivendor mainframeenvironment.
The mainreasonforthis is that it is much easierto negotiate favourable equipmentprices in asingle-architecture environment, because thevendors know that a threat to purchase anothervendor☂s products can be carried out. Fifty-eightpercent of the respondents to our questionnairewith a single-architecture, multivendor main-frame environment claimed to have achievedhardware savings, compared with only 45 percent of respondents with a multi-architecturemainframe environment.
For minicomputers, too, a single-architectureisusually less expensive than a multi-architectureenvironment. For example, Rijkswaterstaat(RWS), the Dutch Government ministry re-sponsible for motorways, roads, canals, andcoastal works, has been able to benefit fromprice competition in a single-architecture,multivendor minicomputer environment. Itwantedto rationalise its installed base of morethan 20 minicomputers from three differentvendors, and to add between 30 and 40 newminicomputers. RWS carried out detailedcostings of the three main options: keeping thepresent mix of products, standardising on oneproprietary minicomputer architecture, ormoving to a multisourced Unix environment.These costings showed RWS that, over fiveyears, moving to Unix would be the most cost-effective option. Savings in the basic hardwarecost would outweigh the cost of conversion andretraining within three to four years. The mostexpensive option would be to move to oneproprietary system.
As a result of these calculations, RWS has optedfor decentralised, single-architecture (Unix-based) systems that will be purchased fromseveral vendors, in order to remain independentof any one vendor and to ensure thatit canpurchase hardware at a competitive price. RWShas, however,decidedto restrictitself to buyingUnix hardware from a limited number ofvendors, in order to minimise the problemsofcoordinating different vendors☂ versions ofUnix.
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Chapter 2. Understanding the cost implications

Figure 2.5 identified the effects of a multi-
vendor environment on individual cost areas in
Foundation members☂ installations. It is
important, however, to understand the overall
impact on the total costs of the systems
function. The cost model described in the next
section provides the basis for doing this.

A model can be used to under-
stand the cost implications
So far in this chapter, we have quoted the views
of several organisations about the impact that
their multivendor environment has on costs.
During the research,it became clear that these
views are, in the main, based on subjective
judgements, rather than rigorouscost analyses.
Relatively few of the organisations we talked
to had made any systematic evaluation of the
additional costs or savings attributable to their
multivendor environment; most do not have
accurate and reliable figures about the cost
implications. One organisation that instinctively
feels that a multivendor environmentis better,
expressed its view in the following terms: ☁☁It
is carved in tablets of stone that multisourcing
is more cost-effective.☝

Most systems functions do not attempt to cal-
culate the additional costs (or savings) resulting
from a multivendor environment because they
believe that they haveto offer the functionality
provided by the different vendors☂ products,
regardless of the costs involved. In our view,
however,the cost implications of a multivendor
environment should be assessed, so that
business managers can decide whetherthe cost
of providing the additional functionality can be
justified in terms of the business benefits that
it will provide.
Boththeinitial costs of purchasing the products
and the continuing costs of using them have to
be taken into consideration. The initial acqui-
sition costs can be assessed accurately with little
difficulty; the continuing costs, however, are
muchless easy to assess. In many organisations,
accounting proceduresdo not break these costs
downinto sufficient detail, so special analyses
will haveto be carried out. There is the added
difficulty that few, if any, organisations have
a baseline against which to comparethe costs
of operating in a multivendor environment.
Furthermore,costs and savings attributable to
a multivendor environmentwill be masked by
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Figure 2.5 More respondents with multi-architecture, multivendor mainframe environments report greater additional
costs than those with single-architecture, multivendor mainframe environments
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changesin the workload and by differences in
the acquisition and support costs associated with
specific suppliers☂ products. The cost impli-cations can besignificant. For example, the July
1989 edition of Computer Economics Report, anewsheetspecialising in the financial aspects ofdata processing, quotes a study that indicates
that the differencesin staffing requirements forprogramming, operating, and managing com-parable computerinstallations from differentvendors can vary by as much as 70 per cent.
Thus, it is not easy to understand the effectsthat a multivendor environment has on costs.To help Foundation members understand thiscomplex area, we have developed a model. Themodelfirst analyses the total cost of owning andrunning a computerfacility, and breaks it downinto a variety of cost items. It is then possibleto evaluate the effect of a multivendor environ-ment on eachof the individual cost items, andthus on the total cost of the computerfacility.Doing this will highlight the cost areas wherea multivendor environment has the greatestimpact. These are the areas that need to bemanaged particularly carefully.
As weshow in thefinal section of the chapter,the output from the modelreflects the intuitiveperceptions of members about the costimplications of a multivendor environment. Inparticular, it shows that, for a mainframeenvironment, increases in continuing costsusually outweigh any savings that can beachieved when purchasing hardware orsoftware products.

Analyse the total cost of owningthe computer facility
The total costs of owning and running a com-puter facility comprise one-off items, such asthe costs of acquiring the facility, andcontinuing cost items. The continuingcosts areof two kinds: operations costs (includingmaintenance andother☁normal☂ runningcosts)and the incremental costs of upgrading andenhancing the systems, which do not occurcontinuously, but which are more regular thanacquisition costs. By considering these differentkindsofcosts,it is possible to arrive at the totalcost of owning the computer facility.
It is also necessary to consider separately thedifferent categories of expenditure ♥ equipment,

14
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software, people, communications carriers, andfacilities. The different types of cost and thedifferent categories of expenditure can berepresented as a simple matrix, with the verticalcolumns for acquisition and continuing costs,and the horizontal rows for the differentcategories of expenditure. Figure 2.6 shows thematrix, with the main cost items entered intothe individual cells. We have developed thismatrix from a model developed originally byDr: Michael Treacy of the Sloan School ofManagement at MIT to analyse the cost ofownership of computer networks.
Wehave extended the original concept so thatit can be used to analyse thetotal cost of owninga computerfacility for a specific period of time.This is done by estimating both the initialacquisition costs and the continuing costsattributable to each of the itemslisted in thematrix. The continuing costs should beestimated for the period of time being con-sidered, which will be determined by theexpected life of the applications involved. Insome types of organisations, this could be aslittle as two years;in others, it could be sevenor more. It will not always be possible tocalculate or allocate all the costs exactly,although most organisations should be able toget sufficiently accurate figures, based on thesystems department☂s budget.
Three areas need particular attention: thetreatment of acquisition costs for leasedhardware, the acquisition costs of the computerroom, and the scope of the analysis if only partof the computingfacilities is to be examined(forexample,if departmental computers are multi-architecture, but mainframe systems are not).
The acquisition cost of purchased equipmentisthe capital cost of the hardware. If theequipmentis leased, the acquisition cost shouldbe calculated as the leasing cost over theexpected life of the system, although manyorganisations will have their own internalaccounting procedures that they should follow.
Defining the acquisition costs of the computerroom is also a problem, because the computerroom will usually last longer than the periodbeing considered. Again, many organisationswill have their own accounting conventions tohandle this situation, although the simplestmethodof attributing the computer-room costs
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of owning and running a computerfacility

Equipment: Equipment purchase
Mainframes Bridging, hardware,Minicomputers gateways, and so onMicrocomputers
Communications

software
Application
Bespoke software
Equipment and software
installation
Planning, design, selection

Personnel(including external
resources):
Software development
Operations
Other

Communications carriers(i ( ) initialconnectioning value-added oe    
Facilities Computer-room environment

Supplies

Figure 2.6 The cost implications of a multivendor environment can be determined by using a modelofthe total costs

Expenditure category Acquisition costs

    

 

Cont ng costs
Operation Incremental change

Maintenance Expansion/upgrade
Residual value (after five
years)

   ee :
Application enhancements
Integration and testing
Version upgrades

Software support and
maintenance
Application enhancements
User support
Training for users and
systems staff
Personnel and head-office
functions

Contingency provision Increased space
Restructuring/rebuilding costs
(for example, LAN cabling)

Supplies
Space expense:rental,
insurance, utilities

Mostof the entries in the above matrix are self-explanatory. It is worth pointing out, though, that the ☁software packages☂ category
coversall types of packagedsoftware,beit systems software or applications software. The cost of developing and maintaining
bespoke softwareis included in the ☁people☂ category, evenif the software is developed as a turnkey operation by a software
house. The ☁communications carriers☂ category includes only transmission costs. The costs of communications hardware,
software, and non-carrier services are included in the ☁equipment☂, ☁software packages☂, and ☁people☂ categories, as appropriate.
Transmission costs are not usually affected by the decision to use one or several hardware or software vendors. The exceptions
are whenthe provision of a carrier service is being multisourced, or when the carrier provides services ♥ such as protocol-
conversion, electronic mail, or electronic documentinterchange ♥ that are used to integrate different computing environments at
each end of the communicationslink. (Source: Adapted from a presentation made by Michael Treacy at the Networks 89 Conference, Birmingham, June 1989.)  
 

would be pro rata to the expected life of the
computer room. Sometimes, however,it may be
appropriate to allocate the costs pro rata to the
floor space occupied by the different computer
systems installed in the computer room.
The analysis should concentrate on those cost
items most likely to be affected by a multi-
vendor environment. For example, if the aim
is to analyse the impact of buying communi-
cations-carrier services from more than one
vendor,it will probably not be necessary for the
mainframe computing costs to be considered.
Similarly,if the aim is to analyse the implication
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of multisourcing decentralised computers,it is
probably necessary to consider only the costs
of software or bespoke applications for the
decentralised computers; the runningcosts of
existing packages and bespoke softwarefor the
central computer can usually be ignored.
Evaluate the effect of a multivendor
environment on the individual
cost items
Oncethe cost items associated with acquiring
and operating the computerfacility have been
determined, the next step is to evaluate the
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effect of a multivendor environment on each
of the cost items. Therewill, in fact, be different
impacts on the different items, and considerable
skill and experience are required to ensure that
all the implications are taken into account. Thetwo main characteristics of a multivendorenvironment that determine the extent of theimpacts are the level of integration requiredbetweenthe different software environments(both for existing and for new applications), andthe nature of the architectures concerned,especially the similarity between them and theavailability of cost-effective bridges and otherintegration aids. For each of the cost items, thesavings or additional costs caused by a multi-vendor environmentshould, as far as possible,be quantified, either as an absolute value, or asa percentage of total costs.
Usually, the analysis of the total costs of owningthe computing facility will show that thecontinuing costs of people are the single largestitem, accounting for around one-thirdof totalcosts. The next largest items are continuingequipment costs and equipment-acquisitioncosts, but they are significantly smaller than thecontinuing costs of people. It followsthat if amultivendor policy results in a 10 per centreduction in hardware-acquisition costs, theresulting reduction in the total costs would becompletely overshadowed by a 10 per centincrease in the continuing costs of people.
Ideally, the evaluation should be done for eachof thecost items listed in the matrix. However,if that level of precision is impossible, theevaluation can be carried out for each of the fiveexpenditure categories.It is important to keepacquisition costs and continuing costs separate,becausethe scale of additional costs and savingsfor each expenditure category maybedifferentfor acquisition and for continuing costs.
Output from the model correspondswith actual experience
We used the model described aboveto analysethe impacts on the total costs of owning andrunning a typical multivendor computerfacility.In carrying out the analysis, we focused on thecost implications of single-architecture andmulti-architecture mainframe environments,compared with an equivalent single-vendor,single-architecture environment. The resultsshowthat the model accurately predicts the

16

varying experiences of Foundation members setout earlier in this chapter. i
Basedon the analysis we carried out, Figure 2.7gives a breakdownofthetotal costs of owningand runninga typical computerfacility over afive-year period. Thefirst point to noteis thatabout two-thirds of the total costs areattributable to continuing costs. One of theorganisations wetalked to had done a similaranalysis, and found that about 80 per cent ofits total costs were attributable to continuingcosts. The second point of significance is thatthe continuing costs of people are by far thelargest cost item, followed by continuingequipment costs and once-off equipment-acquisition costs.
The detailed breakdownofcosts will differ forindividual organisations, sometimes quiteconsiderably. However, our discussions withorganisations that had collected some costinginformation, and our consultancy experience,lead us to believe that the overall pattern ofcosts shownin Figure 2.7 will be similar in mostorganisations.
 

Figure 2.7 The total cost of owning and running acomputerfacility comprises acquisitioncosts and continuing costs

Overa five-year period, continuing costs accountfor two-thirdsOf the total costs of owning and Tunning a typical computerfacility;continuing personnel costs are the single largest item ofexpenditure.
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We then comparedthe costs of operating in a
multivendor environment with thelikely costs
of operating in an equivalent single-vendor,
single-architecture environment. We found that
the cost implications of a multivendorenviron-
ment varied significantly for the different
expenditure categories. In a single-architecture,
multivendor environment, the main area in
which savings can be achieved is hardware,
especially hardware-acquisition, becauseit is
possible to negotiate the best deal from
competing vendors. Typical savings of between
10 per cent and 40 per cent can be expected.
These savings will, however, be partly offset by
higher software licence fees, and slightly
increased staff costs.
In a multi-architecture, multivendor environ-
ment, the areas in which cost savings can be
achieved are the acquisition of hardware and
applications software. However, these savings
are likely to be more than outweighed by the
substantial additional costs, especially staff
costs, required to integrate applications in the
different software environments.
If the percentage savings and additional costs
attributable to a multivendor environmentare

combined with the corresponding portions of
the cost-of-ownership profile shown in
Figure 2.7, it is possible to obtain an overall
prediction of the additional costs and savings
likely to result from a multivendor environment. *
Figure 2.8 summarises the predictions and
shows clearly that in a single-architecture,
multivendor environment, equipment and
software are the categories most likely to be
affected. Reductions in expenditure on
equipment could reduce total costs by more than
10 per cent, whereas increases in expenditure
on software could increase total costs by more
than 5 per cent. In a single-architecture,
multivendor environment, management
attention should therefore be concentrated on
these expenditure categories.
In a multi-architecture, multivendor environ-
ment, continuing expenditure on people is the
area that will be most affected. In contrast with
the situation for a single-architecture, multi-
vendor environment, reductions in hardware
expenditure will usually be insufficient to
compensate for the extra expenditure on
people. Managementattention should therefore
be focused on controlling and containing the
continuing costs of people.
 

Figure 2.8 Increases or decreasesin cost will vary in the different expenditure categories according to whether an
organisation is operating in a single-architecture or multi-architecture, multivendor environment

The figure shows the cost implications of a multivendor mainframe environment compared with a single-vendor, single-architecture
environment. For eachtype of multivendor environment, it shows the range of percentage savingsorincreasesin the total systems costs
that can beattributed to each of the five main expenditure categories. In a single-architecture, multivendor environment, the biggest
effects will be savings on hardware expenditure and increases on software expenditure. In a multi-architecture, multivendor environment,
the biggesteffectis likely to be increases in the costs of people.
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The cost implications of a multivendor environ-
ment, summarisedin Figure 2.8, relate speci-
fically to mainframe systems. Nevertheless, we
believe that the same general pattern of cost
savings and increases will be found for multi-
vendor minicomputer environments.
Each systems function should do these
calculations for its own individual circum- -stances. The results will show the probableoverall effect of operating in a multivendorenvironment, and will also identify the areaswhere such an environment will have the
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greatest impacton thetotal costs of the systemsfunction.
The extent to which costs will be affected bya multivendor environment depends on theorganisation☂s overall technical architecture ♥the hardware architectures involved, thesoftware infrastructure of operating systems,data management, and so on, and theapplications architecture. The next chaptershows howthe technical architecture can bemanagedto reduce the complexity, and the cost,of a multivendor environment.
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Chapter 3
Managing the technical architecture

The problemsarising from the needto integrate
applications in different software environments
affect the overall costs of a multivendor environ-
ment, the timescales involved in developing
new applications, and thus the quality of the
service that the systems function providesto its
users. The image and standing of the systems
function within the organisation can suffer as
aresult. Any systems manager whohas had to
explain to a business manager whyit is not easy
to transfer data from one computer system to
anotherwill know just how seriousa difficulty
this can be.
The difficulties of sharing data between appli-
cationsin different software environments, up-
dating and enhancing such applications, and
facilitating interworking between them,areall
determined by the organisation☂s overall tech-
nical architecture. Managingthis architecture
is critical to the successful management of a
multivendor environment.
In this chapter, we describe the componentsof
the technical architecture that must be defined
in order to reduce complexity, to facilitate
integration, and to make the multivendor
environmentas transparent to users as possible.
Standards are, of course, essential to solving
integration problems, but by themselves, they
are not sufficient for a solution, and they are
certainly not a panacea. Systems departments
must therefore be prepared to invest substantial
time and effort in defining and maintaining an
appropriate technical architecture if they are
to provide the most cost-effective service in a
multivendor environment.

The technical architecture includes
hardware, software, and applications
The integration problems arising from a
multivendor environment can be minimised by
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defining the three main components of a
technical architecture ♥ the hardware archi-
tecture (including the networkstructure), the
software infrastructure, and the applications
architecture. The elements of these components
are summarised in Figure 3.1, overleaf. Several
elements have been the subjects of previous
Foundation reports.
Most Foundation members recognise the
importance of such a technical architecture, and
have defined and implemented one, sometimes
with the help of outside consultants. Figure 3.2,
on page 21, describes the rationale of some of
the many systems functions that have
recognised the need to define an appropriate
technical architecture. The Appendix describes
the technical architecture designed by one of
our Foundation members, the Commission of
the European Communities. The Commission
has a well defined multivendor policy, with four
major mainframe suppliers in its central com-
puter centre, and several more vendors for
departmental and personal computingfacilities.
Its technical architecture, whichit calls ☁infor-
matics architecture☂, includes the three main
components outlined in Figure 3.1, and has
helped the Commission to cope with the
problemsresulting from its multivendorpolicy,
and even to exploit its multivendor environ-
ment.

The technical architecture should
be designed to reduce complexity
and to be flexible
The degree of complexity in a multivendor
environment increases as the number of
different software environments increases. The
technical architecture must therefore be
designed to manage and, where possible, to
reduce this complexity by minimising both the
numberof different software environments and
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The technical architecture defines the hardware archi-
tecture, the software infrastructure, and the applications
architecture. The level of detail depends on the extent to
which systemsactivities are devolved to business units.
The hardware architecture defines principles and policies
in the following areas:
♥ How many hardware environments will be used, and

which suppliers should provide the different hardware
elements.

♥ Whicharethe strategic vendors. They arelikely to be
those vendors whose products support long-term
applications that have a significant impact on the
business, because they would cost too much to
replace, or because they produce large benefits, or
because some business areas would not be able to
function without them.

♥ The basic functions and uses of the different hardware
environments. For example, one might be used for
office automation, while another might be used to
provide all other computing facilities.

♥ Wherethe various hardware elements are to belocated, and whowill be responsible for their day-to-
day and long-term management.

♥ The network layout, both for wide-area communication
between computer centres and user departments, andfor local communications within eachsite.

♥ How different hardware environmentsare to beconnected and which gatewaysorotherinterfaceswillbe used tolink them. 
Figure 3.1 A technical architecture defines three main components

The softwareinfrastructure defines the operational softwareenvironment which runs on the hardware environment andin which applications will be supported. It is the centralcomponentof an organisation☂s software strategy, and isdescribed in Report 69, Software Strategy. The maincomponents of the software infrastructure are:
♥ The operating system and development environment.
♥ Data-managementsoftware.
♥ Communications software.
♥ User-interface standards and software.
♥ Coreapplications, which Report 69 defines asapplications that usually maintain data used by morethan one department.
The applications architecture defines which functions needto be provided, howthe applications providing thesefunctionsrelate to each other, and on which datastructures they rely. The applications architecture thereforesets out:
♥ The core and non-core applications, and the functionsthey support.
♥ The mapping of applications onto the hardwarearchitecture and the software infrastructure.
♥ The applications that need to exchangedata.
♥ The main data structures relevant to the applications.
♥ The main users ofdifferent applications.
 

the differences between them,so that as muchas possible of the applications coding can beindependentof the environment.It must, at thesame time, be flexible enough to cope withchanging requirements.
The numberof different software environmentsrequired can be minimised by choosing environ-ments that can support the widest possiblerange of functions, over a wide range ofmachinesizes. Digital☂s VMS operating system,for example, spans a wide range of machinesizes, and Unix is now a cost-effective environ-ment for personal workstations as well as fordepartmental computers. One of the aims ofIBM☂s SAAis to broadenthe range of machinesizes that can be covered with one softwareenvironment.
It may be possible to overcome the differencesbetween software environments by usingsoftware products and development toolsdesigned to be used in more than one

environment. Examples include the productsandtools available from Oracle, and the Focusfamily of products available from InformationBuilders. By writing applications to conform tothe ☁standard☂ defined by such products andtools, the differences in the underlyingoperating systems can, to some extent, behidden from the applications.
Evenif such products are used, however,it isnot usually possible to construct applicationsthat are completely independentofthe softwareenvironment. Theposition is worseif traditionalprogramming languages are used. If anapplication is to be used in two differentenvironments (whetherfor historic reasons,orin order to multisource a particular producttype), two different versions of the sameapplication may have to be produced andmaintained.In these circumstances,applicationsshould be structured to make any environment-dependent code clearly identifiable and, ifpossible, to locate such code within one module.
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The Commerzbank, a major Germanretail bank,
has managed to reduce the complexity of its
multivendor environment by constructing appli-
cations that can be usedin eitherof its two main
computer systems. It uses both Nixdorf and
Olivetti systems to support its front-office
systems, running essentially the same appli-
cations in each environment. It adopted a
modular approach to designing its applications,
with the result that 85 per cent of the code can
be moved without change betweentheOlivetti
and Nixdorf banking systems. The remaining
15 per cent is in vendor-specific modules that
are easily identified, which meansthat the cost
of rewriting the applications for the other
system and maintaining twosets of software is
minimised. At some future date, Commerz-
bank☂s applications will probably need to be
converted to a commonsoftware environment,
possibly Unix, and the modular structure of the
programs will facilitate this task. The design
philosophy is supported by in-house standards,
which are currently being extended to allow
applications to be run in the different
mainframe environments (the bank uses
Siemens and IBM mainframes). These extensions
to the in-house standards are expected to take
between two and four man-years.
 

Figure 3.2 Many systems functions have recognised
the need for an appropriate technical
architecture in dealing with the issues of a
multivendor environment

The Australian Stock Exchangeis seeking to create a
☜common operating environment☂, which it defines as
☜a coherent set of interworking system software
components including operating system, database
management system, communications systems, and
applications system; the common operating environment
may reside on one or more physical computers.☝
ENIDATA,the systems function of the Italian energy,oil,
and chemicals organisation, ENI, often needs to define
the architecture ofits various client organisations within
the ENI group.It is now considering creating a ☁macro-
architecture☂ in whichit will define the major functions
that will be needed for the ENI group (for example,
document exchange) and specify the standards with
which detailed solutions will need to comply (for
example, X.400).
The Information Management Advisory Service of the
Department of Finance of the Republic of Ireland also
appreciates the importance of a ☁☁considered multi-
vendorpolicy where the use ofIT is carefully planned.☝
In such a policy, the emphasis must be on achieving
consistency by procuring products conforming to
standard architectures.  
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Commerzbank☂s conversion plans demonstrate
that the technical architecture must be flexible
enough to cope with continually changing
business requirements and technological
changes. On the one hand,users are becoming
more demanding, and require new applications
and the integration of previously separate
applications. On the other hand, technological
advances mean that some applications, which
in the past were not feasible, can now be
implemented. Another complication is that
some existing applications, based on technology
that is now obsolete, cannot be replaced
quickly, and systems functions will therefore
have to operate and maintain systems that
predate the technical architecture and that are
difficult to integrate with it.
The definition of the technical architecture
should therefore specify the main stagesin its
evolution. A technique for illustrating the
evolution of the technical architecture is the
☁route map☂, showing how a specific area is
planned to develop over several years.
Figure 3.3, overleaf, is an example of a route
map for the evolution of an organisation☂s
communications systems from a variety of
distinct, mainly proprietary solutions, to a more
unified solution based on open standards.
Depicting the evolution of the technical archi-
tecture in this way highlights probable future
integration needs, as well as opportunities for
using products (such as a gateway between
Digital☂s ALL-IN-1 and IBM☂s PROFS)as a means
of achieving the required integration.

The technical architecture should
facilitate integration
Many organisations are finding that there is an
increasing need to integrate applications used
by separate business functions. A large German
manufacturing company, for example, is cur-
rently seeking to integrate applications that
were decentralised in the 1970s; one diffi-
culty it faces is to standardise the product
descriptions used in applications throughoutits
business functions, from applications supporting
scientific research and development, through
CAD/CAM and production control, to its com-
mercial applications. There are many other
examplesof businessesin various industries that
have a growing needto integrate applications
that currently run in different software
environments.
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Attempts to integrate such applications often
run into problems. Overhalf of the respondents
to our questionnaire considered that managing
the technical problems of integrating appli-
cations in different software environments
caused the most severe problems in a multi-
vendor environment, as Figure 3.4 illustrates.
The effect can be serious: nearly three-quarters
of respondents said that these problemsabsorbeda significant amountof resources, or
that they could even damage the business.

In a multivendor environment, the number of
interfaces between software environmentsisheavily influenced by the applications

architecture. In general, the applicationsarchitecture should aim to reduce the numberof interfaces. It should also ensure that theinterfacesare clear: the data passing across eachinterface mustbe clearly defined, as must thefunctions oneitherside of each interface. Theapplications architecture will also influence thelevel and the type of integration required.
There are two main levels of integration, apartfrom the trivial situation where there is nointegration at all between software environ-ments:
Batch interchange: Batch interchanges betweenapplications in different software environments
 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 

 

    

 

   

 

   

 

 

    
        

 

Figure 3.3 Route mapsare a useful technique toillustrate the evolution of the technical architecture
The route mapillustrated here shows the planned emphasis on open standards.
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Figure 3.4 Integrating applications in different
software environmentsis the most severe
problem in a multivendor environment
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are quite frequent in decentralised businesses.
There may be operational problems ♥ for
example, if there are very many interchanges,
or if the interchanges span many time zones ♥
but there are unlikely to be many technical
problems. All that is required is a transfer
medium (magnetic tape or batch file transfer via
communications networks), and perhaps a
meansof translating the data being transferred.
Realtime interchange: This closer and more
complex level of integration is where data needs
to be exchanged between applications in
different software environments online and in
realtime. In these circumstances, not only are
a communications network and a translation
mechanism required, but a mechanism to
coordinate the control of the processes in the
different environmentsis also needed.This level
of integration may be required because:
♥ The information exchanged could not be

achieved in the required time by batch
interchanges.

♥ The information needs to be available at
many widely dispersed locations, so that
batch interchanges would be difficult to
handle.

♥ The information neededis a small, but not
predictable, set of data itemsin a very large
data file, and it would not be economical to
transfer the whole datafile.

♥

A

file or database needsto be accessed and
updated with data from applications in
different software environments.
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There are three different types of integration
♥ data-driven, user-driven, and process-driven.
They are illustrated in Figure 3.5, overleaf.
While the applications architecture will largely
influence the numberof interfaces between
applications and the level and type of
integration at each interface, other elements of
the technical architecture are critical for
achieving the different types of integration.
Figure 3.6, on page 25, summarisesthecritical
elements for each type and also shows the
means by which each combination of level and
type can be implemented.
Data-driven integration
If applications in two different software
environmentsneedto share data, and timeliness
and update requirements mean that a batch
interchangeis sufficient, the easiest means of
achieving the required integration is by
duplicating the data in each environment. The
data can be transferred from one environment
to the other either by transferring a magnetic
tape or by usinga file-transfer protocol over a
communications link. Neither technique pre-
sents much of a problem. Of course, the data
structures defined in the technical architecture
would have to be made compatible in the two
software environments. In the particular case
of electronic mail, many large organisations
have installed the Softswitch system from
Softswitch Inc to interlink mail systems in
separate environments.
A variety of methodsis available if realtime
integration is required andit will usually be best
to choose the simplest for the particular
circumstance. The possible methods include:
♥ Providing access to the database maintained

by one application, preferably using soft-
ware provided by the vendor of the
database management system.

♥ Placing the datato be shared in a separate
file server or, better still, in a database
machine.

♥ Implementing a distributed database
management system.

The SQL standard will, despite somelimitations
andinconsistencies between products, generally
provide a good basis for accessto either a host
database management system or a database
machine. However, the standards for dis-
tributed database systemsare still immature,
and this approach should be adopted with care.
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 Figure 3.5 There are three types of integration
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User-driven integration
It is not usually acceptable to have severalterminals on a user☂s desk. The ideal of oneterminal can be achieved by providinga facilityin one system that allows access to applicationsin another system. This type of facility isgenerally known as ☁terminal passthrough☂ or☁remote session access☂. Such facilities areincreasingly available and are a convenientapproach for both users and the systemsdepartment. However, this is an expensiveapproach, because most host computer systemsare inefficient when used as switches,andit isappropriate only if relatively few users willrequire this facility at any time. As the need foruser-driven integration increases, it willtherefore usually be better to perform theswitching and conversion facilities in thenetwork.
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Providing switchingfacilities in the networkwillbe easier if all applications use the sameprotocols to communicate with workstations.Various proprietary protocols are available, butserious consideration should be given to usingthe X-Windowsprotocol, developed at MITunder the sponsorship of vendors includingDigital and IBM. Products implementingX-Windowsare available and they provide astandard way of giving applications access towindowson a high-quality graphical display.Management of the windows is under thecontrol of the user☂s workstation. TheDECwindows product, for instance, runs inVMS, Unix, and MS-DOS environments andsupports the integration on one screen of datafrom multiple X-Windowsapplications. In thefuture, we expect that object-oriented systemswill provide an even closer integration ofapplications in different software environments.
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Figure 3.6 The different elements of the technical architecture are critical for the different types of integration
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Process-driven integration
With process-driven integration, the simplest
meansof achieving batch interchange of data
is by online or magnetic-tape file transfer. A
satisfactory level of realtime integration can
often be achieved by emulating a standard
terminal in order to gain access to an existing
application. To obtain closer integration or
higher performance, it may be necessary to
adopt a client-server architecture in which the
roles of user workstation and server are
formally separated and the machines running
the processes communicate using a moreflexible
protocol, such as SNA LU6.2 or TCP/IP.
Sometimes, process integration can be achieved
by using a remote-procedure-call protocol that
allows programs to call modules on other
systems as if they were loaded on the same
system. In many cases, however, the changes
that have to be made to applications will be
more difficult and time-consuming than creating
the inter-process communications link.

The technical architecture should
make the environment
transparent to users
From a user☂s perspective, a basic requirement
in a multivendor environment is for one
terminal that can be used to access all the
applications and data, regardless of the software
environment in which a particular application
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or set of data is physically located. It is also
importantthat the user interface (including log-
on and log-off procedures, use of function keys,
meaning of error messages and the actions
expected from the user, and procedures for
getting help)is the samefor applications running
in different software environments.
The requirementsfor a consistent user interface
were discussed in Report 63, The Future of the
Personal Workstation. The aim is for all the
applications to which a userhasaccess to have
the same ☁look and feel☂. The experience of
Apple Macintosh users shows the benefits of
providing a consistent user interface, and has
caused most other vendors (most notably IBM
with its SAA Common User Access) to follow
suit.
Consistency of user interfaces is, however,
difficult to achieve in a multivendor environ-
ment. The best way of providing it is for all
systems developers to offer similar interfaces,
and many members will already have their own
in-house standardsin this area. The Commission
of the European Communities is one of several
Foundation members who have adopted this
approach.(Its User Agent Serviceis described
in the Appendix.) In most cases, however, in-
house standardsare not based on the graphical
interfaces offered by Microsoft Windows,the
Macintosh, and powerful workstations, and will
need to be extended to cover them. We expect
that industry-wide user-interface standards will
be developed over the coming years, based on
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interfaces such as X-Windows. In-house
standards, as well as bought-in software, should
be consistent with these standards.
As yet, there are few products available to help
in the construction of consistent user interfaces.
However,it may be worth considering whether
special softwarein the workstation can meet the
need. The most sophisticated product of this
type is probably the Proteo product from Proteo
Software Inc, which provides a_ broadly
consistent user interface to more than 120
applications available for IBM (and compatible)
PCs. Proteo treats documents and data
structures maintained by applications as objects.
It provides a standard set of operations (such
as ☁examine☂ and☁mail☂) for all objects, and these
are implemented by a mixture of Proteo
modules andcalls for the applications.

Standards are useful, but they
are not a panacea
It is tempting to believe that internationallyagreed standards will makeit easier to integrateapplications running in different softwareenvironments. Respondents to our question-naire certainly expressed a high levelof interestin standards, although there was no overallagreement about their usefulness, as can beseen from Figure 3.7.

Someareasalready benefit from standards
At their present stage of development andapplication, standards are most useful forinterlinking computer systemsso that data canbe transferred between them. X.25, Ethernet,SNA,and other standards are all useful in thisrespect, and hardware and software productsto implement them are available for manysoftware environments. The nature of thelink required and the hardware involved willusually determine the most suitable choice ofstandards.
Other areas also benefit from standards.Databaseaccess in a multivendor environmentcan be made moreconsistent by using SQL, forexample, and in Unix environments, theCommon or Open Applications Environmentsproposed by X/Open and OSFwill help reducethe complexity arising from using Unix versionsfrom different vendors.
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There is a multiplicity of established
and emerging standards
Standards, however,are not a complete answerto integration problems in a multivendorenvironment. One of the maindifficulties stemsfrom the fact that there can be several versionsof the same standard. Thus, the X.25specification permits different implementations,so that the technical architecture may need tospecify in more detail which version of X.25 isto be used for communications links. Beforeproducts conforming to X.25 are procured, theyshould therefore be tested to confirm that theycan actually interwork. Such interworkingtestsare carried out systematically for the productsof several suppliers by EurOSInet, an organi-sation sponsored by IT suppliers and otherinterested organisations. Similar problems occurwhen

a

basic standard (SQL, for example) isextended and enhanced in different ways bydifferent vendors, so that full compatibilityacross different software environments isunlikely to be achieved.
In several areas, standards are not sufficientlywidely adoptedto facilitate easy integration.Network managementis one particular area inwhich integrated standards are still beingdeveloped. The lack of open network-management standards is a major concern formany Foundation members, especially thosewith a multivendor environment. Report 65,Network Management, addressesthis issue indetail. User-interface standards are alsostillbeing defined, as we discussed above. Nor aredata-dictionary standards sufficiently developedto be able to link different data-dictionarysystems or to exchange data between them.
 

Figure 3.7 Respondents have a mixed view of thedegree of help offered by internationalstandards
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While standards in these areas are likely to
evolve, other areas where compatibility
between interworking applications is needed
will probably never be covered by standards.
One such area is concerned with the exact
definition and the ownership of data items in
different software environments. Differences
in the update cycles of data items can also cause
problems. These problems mustbe resolved in
the applications architecture. In someinstances,
standards may help, but ultimately, it is an
organisation☂s applications architecture that
must ensure compatibility of data structures and
functions between applications in different
software environments.
Systems functions should take positive
action with respect to standards
The multiplicity of established and emerging
standards means that each systems function
needsto define its own standardspolicy, setting
out the standards (including any variants) on
whichitis basing its technical architecture. This
is particularly important in multivendor en-
vironments because the option of standardising
on one supplier☂s proprietary architecture will
no longer be possible. In order to define an
appropriate standards policy, systems functions
need to understand how standards are develop-
ing. Several organisations therefore have
☁standards watchers☂, whoserole is to track the
development of standards. This activity is
becoming more important, because standards
are evolving rapidly. The situation is com-
plicated further by the large number of
standards-making organisations now active in
this field.
Many systems functions could take a more
active role in influencing the evolution and
formulation of standards. They should identify
the areas in which standards are important to
them, but whichare notyet standardised. They
should discuss their standards policy with
vendors and include standards issues in the
evaluation criteria for tenders.
As well as deciding which external standards to
adopt, systems functions also need to specify
in-house standards as part of their software
strategy. The in-house standards policy will
refine the choice of external standards, by
deciding which variants will, or will not, be
used, and by setting in-house standards where
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there are no suitable external standards. The
in-house standards must, of course, be docu-
mented, distributed, observed, and reviewed
periodically.
In the next few years, there will be a continuing
developmentof standards. Nevertheless, we do
not expect the role of standards in the
managementof a multivendor environment to
change significantly. Network-management
standards, user-interface standards, and data-
dictionary standards can be expected to be
agreed, and products supporting them will
appear, facilitating integration. However, many
standardswill continue to permit variants, and
many integration problemswill continueto arise
in areas that are not covered by standards, but
that must be tackled by each organisation☂s
technical architecture.

Considerable effort is required
to define and maintain the
technical architecture
Defining and implementing a technical
architecture that will reduce the complexity,
and hence the cost, of the multivendor
environmentwill take a lot of time and effort.
A poorly designed technical architecture may
greatly increase the problems of integrating
different software environments. Business
pressures for the rapid development of new
systems may encourage ad hoc solutions. They
are rarely satisfactory in the longer term. Once
the immediate business pressures have been
relieved, systems functions must find the time
to develop a sound technical architecture.

Defining the technical architecture will, of
course, involve staff with a good understanding
of the technical issues. Users should also be
involved, because they may well have a better
grasp of how the technical architecture can
support their business needs, as should vendors,
whose productplans will probably be crucial to
the implementation of the technical archi-
tecture.

A wide range of business and technical
skills is required
In our consultancy work, we have found that
defining and implementing a technical
architecture can take several man-years, even
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though the consultants are experiencedin this
kind of work and havea detailed understanding
of developments in standards and technology.
This experienceis shared by the organisations
wetalked to during the researchforthis report.
In general, a systemsdirector should expect the
development of the technical architecture to
require at least two to three man-years ofeffort,
spread over a year☂s elapsed time.

The skills required to define and maintain a
technical architecture differ from normal
systems developmentskills. Business skills and
technical skills are both needed. Report 49,
Developing and Implementing a Systems
Strategy, gives guidance on the mix of business
and technical skills required. It is important tohave a clear view of how the businessis likely
to develop, and to understand how differentbusiness functions could and should be
supported by information systems. On a
technicallevel, the developmentof a technical
architecture requires a broad understanding ofthe developmentof technology markets,of theimpact of standards, andof different products
and the roles that they can play. In amultivendor environment, this understanding
needs to be particularly broad, as severalarchitectures and vendors☂ products will need
to be integrated.

Users and vendors should also
be involved
The technical architecture should not be definedby systemsstaff alone. Users can often see thebusiness implications of new technologies moreclearly than systems staff, and should beincluded in discussions about proposed tech-nological developments on an ☁equal partner-ship☂ basis. The most common wayofinvolvingusersis through joint systems-strategy groups.Someorganisations also involve user depart-ments in formulating invitations to tender andevaluating the tenders. Aachener undMiinchener Informatik Services GmbH, theindependent systems function of a majorGermanfinancial services company, makes apoint of involving user departments in thereviewsofits IT scenarios, whichit carries outevery twoyears. In total, 10 to 15 people areinvolved,including systemsand userstaff, andthe exercise requires twoto three man-years ofeffort.
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The technical architecture will usually implyrestrictions on the use of certain suppliers andtypes of products. Business units with their ownIT facilities and skills may well wish to procureequipment that does not conform with thetechnical architecture, and may find suchrestrictions difficult to accept. Involving suchbusinessunits in the definition of the technicalarchitecture has two main advantages. First,itensures that the architecture can evolve toaccommodate new business requirements, andsecond,it helps the business units to accept thatthey may needtorestrict their choices in orderto be able to integrate their applications withthose of other business units.
The main vendors (and potential vendors)shouldalso be involvedin the definition of thetechnical architecture. A dialogue should beestablished so that the systems function canlearn about current and planned products, andthe vendors can understand the organisation☂srequirements. Vendors will be able to suggestthe most appropriate products from their range,and may even propose developments in theirrange to meet an organisation☂s requirements.Figure 3.8 illustrates the nature of the dialoguethat should take place between the systemsfunction and vendors. A series of regular andad hoc meetings and briefings should be heldwith the vendors, ranging from operationalmeetings to resolve day-to-day issues, tostrategy meetings involving senior managers oreven board membersin the twoorganisations.
This partnership approach will mean a changein attitude for many vendors, who wouldtraditionally have set themselves the objectiveof becomingthe single vendorand of controllingthe account. As multivendor environmentsbecome more common amongst their majorcustomers, many suppliers, especially main-frame suppliers, will have to adapt theirexpectations and accept that another vendormay continue to be an organisation☂s mainsupplier for the foreseeable future.
This change of attitude is not easy, as theexperience of Siemens, the major Germanelectrical, electronics, communications, andcomputer manufacturer and vendor, shows.Siemensis currently reorganising its data andinformation systems business. It is making aconcerted effort to offer better support toits customers who operate in multivendor
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organisations

The user organisation should:

Be ableto justify his choiceof multivendor environment
and strategic vendors

Define the responsibilitiesof the main vendors

  Be able to negotiate
complex contracts 

 

   

 

  Spend effort on managing
vendorrelationships

Discuss long-term strategiesand plans(so long as they are
not confidential)

 

Be able to design and discussthe technical architecture, and
specify the main interfaces 

 

 
User-vendorinterface

Figure 3.8 A working partnership in a multivendor environment requires a dialogue between user and vendor

The vendororganisation should:
  

  

   
      
      
   

    

Accept being one of several
suppliers ♥ possibly noteven the main supplier

Be prepared to adaptstandard contracts  
Be prepared to work within
the customer's ground rules

Offer high-level contacts
and visibility within the
organisation

Understand the connectionbetween the customer's IT
strategy and his businessstrategy

Be prepared to discuss
long-term product plansand strategies ♥ without
immediate sales prospects

  

Integrate the customer's
needs and plansinto future

2 product plans  
 

environments where Siemens may not be the
main supplier. Its experience is described in
Figure 3.9, overleaf.

Althoughit is important to involve vendorsin
defining the technicalarchitecture, it is usually
unrealistic to expect them to take on the
responsibility for this activity. (The exceptions
are where one vendoris to be responsible for
systems integration, or where a single-
architecture environment, based on one
vendor's proprietary architecture, is to be
implemented.) Vendors will usually be willing
to help resolve anydifficulties, but ultimately,
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the systems functionis responsible for making
sure that the products from the different
vendors can work together.

At several points in this chapter, we have
stressed the need for the systems function to
be prepared to take on more responsibility in
a multivendor environment than in a single-
vendor environment. In the next chapter, we
addressthis and otherstaffing issues, and show
that many of them can be tackled by creating
a team of systemsstaff with a rangeofskills that
makesit feasible for them to work in more than
one software environment.
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Siemens AG
Siemensis a major European producer and supplier of ITequipment. Since mostofits major customers also buy ITequipmentfrom other suppliers, Siemens hasrecently re-orientedits data and information systems business toprovide IT solutions in specialist application areas (such asdistributed data processing and software engineering) tocustomers where another companyis the main vendor.This new approach hasseveralsignificant implications:
♥ Thesales organisation needs to changeits outlookfrom an aggressive stance (aiming to replace non-Siemensproducts at the customersite), to acooperative stance (seekingto fit Siemens productsinto the framework set by another vendor).
♥ The productpolicy must be based on connectivity toother systems, and the product range must containsmaller systems and workstations that can work in anetworked environment, where the mainframes are notprovided by Siemens.In order to achieve maximumconnectivity for its customers, Siemens is committed tothe principles of open systems (including OSI).However,it will also provide connectivity to othervendors☂ proprietary network architectures, specificallySNA,either by providing compatible products or byusing open systems standards, wherethis isappropriate.
♥ The companyis preparing to offer support andmaintenance for a completeinstallation, includingsystems from other suppliers. Siemens believes thatitis well placed to dothis, becauseitstill has extensivein-house experience of the IBM architecture, acquired 
Figure 3.9 Vendors, as well as users, have to adapt to working in a multivendor environment

whenselling the IBM-compatible 7800 mainframes.Siemensalso has experience of workingin large,multivendor projects such as the START system. Inthis system, a Siemens computerlinks travel agenis toIBM, Siemens, Bull, and Unisys computers operatedby tour and travel operators, so that the travel agentscan make bookings on the different machines fromoneterminal.
♥ The company must be able to communicate effectivelywith its users about their business Strategies, and theimplications for their IT strategies. Working on ITstrategies with customers obviously requires Siemensto have staff with the experience, qualifications, andstatus that are required for this kind of task. Siemensis therefore currently investing heavily to build up anappropriately qualified team.
Siemensis also considering Teviewing the incentives forsales and support staff. The aim is for incentives to beflexible enough to cover goals agreed with customers.
Siemensis keen to point out that, to be effective, thePartnership approach requires customers to be openabout discussing their business and IT plans. In somesituations, Siemens envisages shared pilot projects inwhich products are developed in close cooperation withCustomers, so that the products can betailored to theCustomers☂ precise requirements. These projects will besuccessful only if competent customerstaff are availableto represent the projects, to provide input on the technicalrequirements, and to evaluate technical Options. 

 

 



Not surprisingly, many Foundation members
found that staffing the systems function is more
difficult in a multivendor environment. In
particular, because staff may havespecialist
skills that are relevant to only one software
environment, systems managers have limited
flexibility in allocating staff according to the
needs of the business. Ideally, systems staff
should have arangeofskills that enable them to
work in any one of the environments.
It isnot,of course, easy to buildateam of systems
staff that can be used in such a flexible way. In
Report 71, Staffing the Systems Function, we
pointed out that it will become more and more
difficult to recruit suitably qualified staff. It will
be especially difficult to find people experienced
inarange of software environments. Recruiting
staff with the potential to perform the broader
roles required in amultivendor environment, and
training them in the necessary capabilities and
skills, will result in betterutilisation of staff (and
hence a more cost-effective service to users).
Adopting this approachwill also widen the pool
of potential recruits, and improve staff com-
petence and motivation. Therewill be barriers to
be overcomein adopting this approach, but in
view of the fact that continuing personnelcosts
are byfar the biggest cost item ina multivendor
environment (as we saw in Chapter 2), it is
essential that it be implemented if costs are not
to increase to an unacceptable level.

Aim for a moreflexible
allocation of staff
Three-quarters of the Foundation members who
responded to our questionnaire had problems
allocating staff in a multivendor environment
(see Figure 4.1). One frequently mentioned
problem was that of a project being delayed
because staff with the required skills were
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assigned to other projects. These problemsare
exacerbated where the project involves some
measure of integration between software
environments. Staffing problemsalso arise where
managers are reluctant to allow their staff to
work outside their own particular unit. Such
managers often succeed in building a team of
people who are specialists in one software
environment, butwho cannotbe used elsewhere.
Someofthe organisations we talked to have gone
quite a long way towards developing more
flexible teams. ENIDATA, whose experience was
describedin Figure 1.5, claims that 75 per cent of
its staff are fully competent to work in several
software environments. Through training andjob
rotation, Commerzbank, a major German bank,
aims for as muchflexibility as possible in the way
in whichit allocates staff to projects.
The degreeofflexibility that canbe achieved will,
however, depend on the type of systemsstaff
concerned.Figure 4.2, overleaf, summarises the
extent to which different types of systemsstaff
can be used in more than one software environ-
ment. We recommend that, in a multivendor
environment, systems directors should aim to
employ as many staff as possible who can work
 

Figure 4.1 Three-quarters of respondents reported
problemswithstaff allocation in a
multivendor environment

Nature of problems
Severe
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Figure 4.2 Mosttypesofstaff can be assigned to workin more than one software environment
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in several environments, with only technical-support staff, and somespecialist programmersand systems designers, dedicated to a singlesoftware environment. The ideal staffing profileof the systems departmentwill therefore be a☁broad T-shape☂, which meansthat the majorityof staff will have a broadskills base and willbecompetent to workin several software environ-ments. They will be backed up by a smallernumber of technical experts, each of whomspecialises in a particular aspect of one of thesoftware environments.
In the future, however, even technical-supportstaff will need to be able to work moreflexiblyin a range of software environments, as itbecomes more common to integrate applicationsin different environments. The emergence ofdistributed databases will strengthen the needfor such technical staff , as will the growing useof software products (such as Oracle or Ingres)that can be used with several differentenvironments. The implication is that there willbe an emerging need for technical-supportstaffwhospecialise in particular types of softwaretechnology, such as distributed databases orUnix. This new type of technical-support staffwill complementthe existing ones who supporta particular vendor☂s hardware products.

  

Having staff who can operate flexibly in morethan one software environment will not onlymake it easier for the systems director toallocate work according to the demands of thebusiness. Our research indicates that otheradvantageswill also accrue to the organisation:
♥ Increased staff motivation: Manyorgani-sations have foundthat developing systemsstaff so that they can work effectively inseveral software environments increasesstaff motivation. The experience of Elec-tricité de France/Gaz de France, the Frenchelectricity and gas utility, is described inFigure 4.3.
♥ Increasedloyalty: Ensuring that staff havea flexible range ofskills helps to prevent tooclose an association with the equipmentorproducts of a particular vendor.
♥ Lower rate of staff turnover: SeveralFoundation members reported that staffturnover was lower amongst staff who hadbeen trained to work in several softwareenvironments.
♥ Enhanced general level ofskills: One Germanorganisation reported that the enhancedlevel of skills of its systems staff wasparticularly useful in negotiating withsuppliers, because systems staff were moreclearly aware of the strengths and weak-nesses of the products being offered. Staffalso foundit easier to implement packagesbecause they were already used to dealingwith products from different vendors.
♥ Easier recruiting: Where there is anopportunity in the organisation to learnabout new areas, potential recruits have anincentive to join.
♥ Broader source ofpotential recruits: Whileit is unlikely that applicants will be skilledin all of an organisation☂s software environ-ments, there will be larger numbers ofapplicants with expertise in at least one ofthe environments.

Recruit and train stafffor more flexible roles
In Report 71, we pointed out that most systemsdepartments will findit increasingly difficult torecruit sufficient numbers of qualified staff.Systems managers will therefore need to changethe emphasis of their recruitment efforts to
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Electricité de France/Gaz de France (EDF/GDF)
This enterprise is a public utility supplying electricity and
gasservices in France. It has revenues of $26,713 million,
and employs 150,000 people. Each service hasits own
separate organisation, but there are three central divisions
♥ distribution, administration, and personnel. There is also
a central Information Systems Committee, with
responsibility for strategy, policy, and coordination of EDP
and telecommunications.
The enterprise runs a large number of computers,all of
which may be linked via its own telecommunications
network, which operates on private lines, based on France
Telecom☂s Transpac X.25 network. EDF/GDF has:
♥ Over 200 mainframes (Cray, IBM, and Bull).
♥ 2,350 minicomputers (mainly Bull).
♥ Over 12,000 personal computers.
♥ 700 process-control computers.
♥ 250 engineering workstations.
To meet the needs of such a large organisation for a very
diverse range of applications, EDF/GDF☂s general policyis
to purchase from a variety of vendors. While no detailed
cost comparisons are available, the Information Systems
Committee is convinced that the multivendor environment
has resulted in substantial savings. As a major customer
of several suppliers,it is in a strong position to negotiate 

Figure 4.3 Job rotation in a multivendor environment can have a marked effect on staff motivation

at a very high level in their organisations, and to adjust
the existing balance of purchasesasit seesfit.
The multivendor environment has had oneofits most
marked effects on staff motivation. The 3,500staff in
information managementare allocated to specialist teams
(for example, a team dedicated to Bull systems, or a team
dedicated to IBM systems), in operations, support, and
systems development. However, the unofficial policy of the
central personneldivision and of the specialised service
departments is to have as many multiskilled staff as
possible, and there are plans to movestaff between
teams. Initially, the teams dedicated to Bull and IBM
systems were trained by the respective suppliers. Now,
EDF/GDF runs the main training sessions for both
suppliers☂ systems in-house.
The ability to offer staff the opportunity to work on new
systems from different suppliers is considered to be a
critical factor in motivating and retaining staff. Turnover of
information systems staff is very low. The multivendor
environment also provides more opportunities for
advancementfor high-level systems engineers, who,at
certain levels in the career structure, need to change
function in order to move onto a highersalary.
The enterprise is pleased with the multivendor
environmentin which it operates. It can handle the
integration problems through network design and
standardisation on operating systems, and it enjoys
substantial cost savings and a marked improvementin
staff motivation.   

employ staff with the potential to acquire the
necessary skills. On-the-job training and job
rotation have as important a role to play as
formal training.
Concentrate less on technical skills
Many organisations have recognised the need
to recruit staff with potential. As Hoskyns,the
UKsoftware house, putit, ☁☜We need to attract
the cream☂☂. It is also reflected in the attitude
of the many organisations who recruit only
graduates, because they see a degree as
indicating that the applicant has the ability to
acquire new skills.
As the shortage of new graduates becomes more
severe, other types of candidates will need to
be considered.In particular, organisations with
multivendor environmentswill need to set new
criteria for selecting staff with the potential to
be trained. This means that they will need to
spendless time assessing candidates☂ technical
knowledge and more time evaluating whether
the candidates have a good understandingof the
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principles behind the technical details, and a
flexible attitude to their work.
Selecting candidates with potential requires
appropriate recruitment procedures, such as the
use of personality measurements, job and
personnelspecifications, and regular reviews of
the success of the recruitment process by
monitoring the careers of recruits. We provided
detailed advice on how to improve the
recruitment process in Report 71.

Develop staff to fulfil their potential
Once a promising candidate has been recruited,
his or her potential should be developedto fit
into the staffing plan of the systems function.
This will require a policy of rotating staff
between software environments, backed up by
a well-designed training programme.
Staff rotation
Providing staff with the opportunity to work in
several software environments can be achieved
in one of two ways:
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♥ By moving staff between organisational
groups, each of which specialises in one
environment. For example, there could be
one development group for, say, an IBM-
MVSenvironment, and anotherfor a Bull
GCOS8 environment.

♥ By creating an organisation that is not
oriented to specific software environments.
In this case, there would be one develop-
ment group, each member of which would
be expected to be able to work in all the
environments.

These two approaches can be mixed. Thus,there maybe a single operations team for all theenvironments, but several technical-supportteams, one for each environment. Figure 4.4provides guidelines on when one approach orthe other would be more appropriate.
Systems departments with teams not dedicatedto specific software environments havelittledifficulty ensuring that staff gain broadexperience.All they needto dois to ensure thatan individual does not cometo be seen as ☁theexpert☂ in a particular environment, preventinghim or her from being assigned to workelsewhere. If the systems department has teamsdedicated to each software environment, staffmust be helped and encouraged to movebetween teams, perhaps once every twoyears.Many of the organisations we interviewedrecognise the desirability of such a policy, butfar fewer achieveit in practice. One organi-sation that encouragesthis type of staff rotationis Electricité de France/Gaz de France. Wedescribed its experience in Figure 4.3.
Training
Ourresearch for this report and our consultancyworkindicate that it is important to maintaina learning culture in the systems department.This meansthat systemsstaff should expect tolearn from training courses and from jobrotation throughouttheir careers. In this way,it should be possible to ensure that systemsstaffare provided with the skills to enable them towork effectively ina range of software environ-ments. Such an approach has two mainimplications for the organisation of trainingactivities:
♥ Thetraining budgetis likely to increase, andindividualstaff will need to spend more of
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Figure 4.4 Each of the approachesto providing staffwith the opportunity to work in severalsoftware environments is appropriatein particular circumstances

Separate teams for
separate environments,
with job rotation betweenteams

Single team with staff
qualified to work in
several environments

Technical support, or any
other area requiring detailedknowledgeof the
environment
Systems functions wherethereislittle integrationbetween the environments
Systemsfunctions that donot, as yet, have manystaffqualified to work in morethan one environment
Very large systems
functions, with several
hundred staff  

 
 

their time on trainingactivities. Report 71provided guidance on the amount of trainingappropriate for systemsstaff.
♥ New sourcesfor training will need to beconsidered. In the past, many organisationshaverelied on the training courses providedby their main vendor. In a multivendorenvironment, this approach is less appro-priate, because the courses will be tooproduct-specific and are unlikely to beobjective about the products.
One frequently mentioned difficulty is thatolder employeesoften appearto be less easy totrain than younger employees. As a con-Sequence, some organisations prefer to recruityounger staff, and train them, rather thanretrain their older employees. Otherorganisations have different experiences. TheUKPostOffice is reported to have retraineditsNCR and Burroughs mainframe programmerssuccessfully, to work on IBM☂s AS/400. Anorganisation we talked to during the researchfound that there was much prejudice againstolder employees being retrained, and that theemployees themselveshadlittle confidence thatthey could learn to work in a new softwareenvironment. In practice, however, it foundlittle difference in the performanceof the olderemployees and that of their youngercolleagues,whowerealso learning the new environment.

 



Recognise the barriers
to staffing flexibility
Many of the organisations we met during the
research had achieved only limited success in
broadening the skills of their staff in their
multivendor environments. The barriers they
came up against can be grouped into three
categories: organisational, motivational, and
managerial.

Organisational barriers
Organisational barriers can arise both within and
outside the systems function. Outside the sys-
tems function, the problem is most pronounced
in organisations that have, say, a research and
development function with its own computing
facilities, based on a different software environ-
ment from that used in the systems function.
In such organisations, we found evidence of
conflict and lack of cooperation between those
responsible for the two software environments.
It will not be possible to move staff freely
between the environments until these ☁organi-
sational politics☂ have been sorted out.
Within large systems functions,staff are often
organised into groups that specialise in a par-
ticular software environment, which obviously
makes it more difficult to move them from one
environment to another. This was the situation
at Barilla, one of Italy☂s largest manufacturers
of food products. Its systems function used to
be split into two distinct structures (one for its
Digital environment and one for its IBM
environment). A ☁Division 1☂ and ☁Division 2☂
mentality had started to develop; Barilla wanted
to get rid of this, to create a structure where
attention would be focused on the applications,
and to makeit possible to integrate applications
running in each of the environments. It has
recently re-organised its systems function to
create functional groupings, which hasaligned
it more directly with the structure of the
business units, and removed the barriers
between the IBM and Digital environments.
The flexible use of systems staff can also be
inhibited whenstaff are assigned long-term to
development projects or to maintenance. We
have described earlier the virtues ofjob rotation
in a multivendor environment; the area of
maintenance is no exception.
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Lack of motivation
While many Foundation members have found
that a multivendor environmentincreasesstaff
motivation, others have systemsstaff who are
reluctant to broadentheir skills and move away
from a software environment with which they
are familiar. Oneof the biggest obstacles to such
movementsof systemsstaff is the way in which
they havetraditionally been promoted. In many
systems functions, promotionstill depends on
gaining technical expertise in one particular
environment. As we pointed out in Report 71,
career planning based on this criterion is
appropriate for technical experts. It is in-
appropriate for other types of systemsstaff, for
whom promotion should be based on breadth
of experience as well as detailed technical
expertise.
Salary levels can also inhibit the movement of
staff between software environments. For
example, UK salary levels for staff with ICL
experience are lower than the average; in the
Netherlands, salary levels for staff with IBM
experienceare slightly lower than the average
for staff with equivalent experience in other
environments. Such salary differences will be
difficult to maintain in an organisation with a
policy of moving staff between environments.
To attract the more highly paid staff, it may be
necessary to raise the general level of systems
salaries slightly higher than would be necessary
to attract and retain otherstaff. This is unlikely
to cause a problem for most organisations,
becausethesalary differentials are quite small.
It may also be worth considering increasing the
salaries of staff who become qualified to work
in more than one software environment.
The ☁softer☂ personnel problems, however, are
more difficult to overcome. One organisation we
talked to was decentralising its systems
activities and wasin the process of redeveloping
applications for a different vendor☂s software
environment. This was having a very serious
impactonits staff. The problem arose because
systems development staff were required to
work over a long period of time alongside much
better paid contract staff, who were being used
because of the extra workload during the
conversion and redevelopment period. As a
consequence, the in-house staff became
completely demotivated. The younger staff
could not see a future with the organisation and
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left, thus aggravating the resources problem.
The older and longer-serving staff did not leave,
but their effectiveness was severely diminished.
In thesesituations, it is very important to devise
training plans that demonstrate to staff that
they have a continuingrole to play, and to keep
everyonefully informed abouttheir long-term
future.
Introducing a new software environment can
also cause those staff working with the ☁old☂
environment to become demotivated. This is aproblem faced by Bassani Ticino, an Italian
manufacturer of electrical components.
Although it has found that its multivendor
environment (which comprises a Unisys
mainframe, Digital Vaxes, and Apple
Macintoshes) has, in general, increased themotivation of its systemsstaff, some of the staff
working in the older mainframe environment
feel that they are missing out. Similar problems
were reported by a Belgian manufacturing
organisation with staff developing applicationsfor older computer systems. Both of theseorganisations are tackling the problem bytraining staff wherever possible to work in morethan one software environment, and encourag-ing staff mobility. Emphasising the businessimportance of the ☁older☂ applications can alsoplay an importantrole in motivatingstaff.

Lack of management commitment
From the preceding discussion, it is clear thatsystems management must be prepared todevote time andeffort to career-developmentplans, if the barriers to staff mobility andflexibility are to be overcome. Some groupsofemployees, such as the older and longer-established members of staff, will need par-ticular attention.
In practice, however, there maybeconflictingpriorities that makeit difficult to release stafffrom urgent tasks so they can attend a trainingcourse or be re-assigned to gain experience ina different software environment. Project dead-lines and the lack of replacement staff arepowerful argumentsagainst job rotation, evenin organisations where the principle is wellestablished. In othercases, managers will go toconsiderable lengths to ☁protect their ownempire☂. Systems managers must therefore becommitted to implementingthepolicies that willensure thattheir staff acquire the rangeofskillsand experience to allow them to be usedeffectively in a multivendor environment.Figure 4.5 summarises the actions that willensure the right mix of vendor-independent andvendor-specific skills.
Ensuring that the majority of systemsstaff canbe used effectively in several software
 

Makesure that staff understandthe rationale for amultivendor environment and thatall the differentenvironments are important to the running of theorganisation:
♥ Avoid one system being perceived as the ☁secondclass☂ system.
♥ Show management commitmentto all machine andsoftware environments.
Aim to create a ☁T-shaped☂ staffing profile for the systemsfunction, with the majority of staff having a broad basethat allows them to work effectively in several softwareenvironments, together with a small numberofenvironment-specific technical experts:
♥ Establish staffing plans for each software environment.
♥ Identify areas where specific technical expertise isrequired.
♥ Develop and promotestaff with the skills to work inmore than one software environment.
♥ Setstaff development Objectives for systemsmanagers. 
Figure 4.5 Systems directors must ensure that the right mix ofskills is available in a multivendor environment

♥ Makesure thesalary structures are appropriate for amultivendor environment.
Recruit staff who have the potential to acquire broadenvironment-independentskills:
♥ Emphasise potential in the selection process.
♥ Lookfor understanding, as well as knowledge.
Set up and implementappropriate training and staff-developmentplans:
♥ Make surethattraining plans and job-rotation plansare consistent.
♥ Makesurethattraining is carried out early enough.
Use job rotation to broaden people's skills:
♥ Organise the systems department as an environment-independentfunction,if possible.
♥ Plan long projects to allow forstaff rotation.
♥ Plantorotate staff into and out of the maintenancefunction.
♥ Donotallow technology changes to become barriersto staff mobility.   
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environmentsis a necessary, but not sufficient,
condition for ensuring that the most cost-
effective service is provided to users in a
multivendor environment. The systems team
must also ensure that the operations-
management procedures are defined and
implemented in such a way that users are
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unaware of the differences between the
environments. In the next chapter, we discuss
the most important operational procedures.
Most of these are not unique to a multivendor
environment ♥ but in a multivendor
environment, the penalties for not following
them can be much higher.
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The operations departmentis in the front linein a multivendor environment.It has to make
the multiplicity of systems transparent to theusers, it has to run an efficient service in acomplex situation, and it has to manage thesources of supply for the IT products andservices that are essential for the efficient
running of the business.

Makethe multiplicity of
systems transparent
to users
The need to make a multivendor environmentas transparent as possible to the users wasdiscussed in the context of the technical archi-tecture in Chapter 3. Operational support canalso be organised with this objective in mind byproviding users with a single help desk, andstandardised service-level agreements.
A single help desk is required
The principle that each user should have onehelp desk to telephoneis well known,but inamultivendor environment, the workof the helpdesk is complicated by the need to provide aunified service for all software environments.This has implications for the wayin which thehelp desk is organised:
♥ The help desk mustbe staffed with broadlyskilled staff so that problems arising in anyof the software environments can behandledeffectively. In this way,a balancecan be struck between the requirement tohave a single contact point, and the aimdescribed in Report 65, Network Manage-ment, of having 80 per cent of all callsto the help desk answered without theproblem being referred.
♥ A higherlevelof skills and understandingis required by help desk staff., who have to
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be able to analyse a problem in order toknow who should be contacted if theycannot resolve it themselves immediately.To achievethis, there must be aneffectivemeansof disseminating up-to-date informa-tion to help desk staff, so that they candecide whoto contact for expert assistance.There must also be good procedures, towhich the help desk staff must adhere.
♥ Help desk staff must have rapid access toan inventory that includes the name andtelephone numberof the user, identifica-tion of terminal device, and details of theapplications used and software routinesinstalled at the workstation. A user withaproblem may not know which systerrmultivendor environmenthe or she i Rtnor whetherthe application is running onthe local PC or on the mainframe, nor eventhe correct name of the application beingused.In this situation, help desk staff needto be ableto look upthe relevantdetails inthe inventory.
Service-level agreements should
be standardised
In manyorganisations, service-level agreementsare negotiated between the systems departmentand the user departments, specifying, forexample, scheduled up-time and serviceavailability. Ina multivendor environment, thenumberof different service-level agreementswith the user should be kept to a minimum.
To providethelevel of service stipulated in suchagreements, the systems departmentwill needto have corresponding agreements with externalsuppliers ♥ for example, hardware maintenanceproviders. It may, therefore, be limited in theextent to which it can offer its users standardagreements by the unwillingness (or inability)of external suppliers to vary their standardconditions of support.
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Ensure that good operations
procedures are in place
Most systems departments have standard
procedures ♥ for example, to get a terminal
connected to the computer, to report problems,
or to produce accounting information. These
procedures should, as far as possible, be
identical for the various systems in a multi-
vendor environment. A lack of standard pro-
cedures will be more confusing and frustrating
for the user in a multivendor environment than
in a simpler environment.

The basic proceduresfor operating in a multi-
vendor environmentare no different from those
for operating in a single-vendor or single-
architecture environment; they are, however,
applied to a more complex set of circumstances,
and the problemsarising from failure to follow
standard good practice are likely to be more
serious. This means that the discipline in
applying the procedures needs to be more
stringent. Certain areas needparticularly close
attention ♥ configuration management, con-
tingency provision, and security.
Keep close control of the
configuration
The technical architecture discussed in Chap-
ter 3 covers a wide range of elements. Managing
these elements and their evolution means
keeping a detailed inventory of whatis installed,
planning upgrade paths, and managing the
network linking the software environments.

Keeping an inventory
There must be a well organised and up-to-date
inventory of all the equipment and software
underthe control of the operations department.
(This inventory is sometimes referred to asa
☁repository☂, but should not be confused with
the repository product that was recently
announcedby IBM.) Ina single-vendorenviron-
ment, where all the connections between
terminals, peripherals, and processors have
been supplied through one vendor, relatively
few details need to be held in the inventory,
because the operations managercan rely on the
vendor to ensure that the components fit
together.
Ina multivendor environment, with units from
different suppliers, and interconnections
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perhaps supplied by anotherset of vendors, the
inventory needs to be maintained at a greater
level of detail. It must contain accurate records
of installed hardware and softwarereleases, and
of the connections, particularly where equip-
ment is decentralised or networked. Without
this level of detail, it will be difficult to pinpoint
the likely causes of faults and restore a full
operational service, and to exert satisfactory
control overthe level of service provided by the
vendors.
Keeping the inventory upto dateis a difficult
and time-consuming task, as the experience of
the Commission of the European Communities
demonstrates. The Commission has a wide range
of decentralised equipment from many vendors.
Although Unix is used as the basis for the
software environment, there is a significant
problem in managing the decentralised equip-
ment. The final section of the Appendix
describes how the Commissionis tackling these
problems.
Computer-based inventories can be important
aids to control, and are the basis of some
network-management systems. In Report 65,
Network Management, we describe an ideal
network-management system incorporating an
inventory and configuration database. A similar
approachis desirable in multivendor environ-
ments, where the inventory and configuration
database would form the basis for change
management, billing of users, and checking of
suppliers☂ invoices, and so on. This approachis
illustrated in Figure 5.1, overleaf.
Planning upgrades
The timing of hardware upgradesis always a
matter of fine judgement, requiring a balance
between the availability of products and dis-
counts, and the real requirement for additional
capacity. The situation is complicated by the
fact that, in a distributed multivendorenviron-
ment, there is a choice to be made about
whetherto upgrade the central or decentralised
machines. There may also be opportunities to
choose between various software environments
for developing a new system. In suchcases, the
possible upgrade path for each environment
should be taken into account.
Software upgradesalso require special attention
jn a multivendor environment. A Dutch
Foundation memberreported that a planned
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Figure 5.1 A commoninventory and configuration database providesthe basis for manyoperations-management tasks
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  upgrade, to enable an important CAD appli-cation to use additional functions, could not bemade becauseit required a new version of thesoftware. This version could not be installedbecause it would have caused problems in alinked environment ♥ the interface to anothervendor☂s software would not have worked.
Planning software upgrades can also be com-plicated when the same software needs to beinstalled on different vendors☂ hardware. Insuch cases, software versions for the differenthardware products maybereleased at differenttimes and with slightly different facilities.Standard goodpractices for upgrading software,such as those listed in Figure 5.2, will usuallybe sufficient to avoid major problems.
Managing the networkAs we explained in Report 65, Network Man-agement, the management of the networkpresents special operational problems, andfollowing good industry practice is essentialto deal with them effectively. The managementof multivendor networks requires the use oftools, each of which is oriented towards oneparticular network architecture. For most userswith several network architectures, the useof several network-management systems isunavoidable.
In the absence of complete,integrated network-management toolkits, there are three possiblewaysof ensuring an adequate level of networkmanagement:
♥ Obtainall the network elements from a singlesupplier. While this will create a consistentand comprehensive system, it is not a feasible
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option for most organisations, because theyalready have an installed base of multivendorequipment. Furthermore,as we pointed outin Report 65, no one supplier can provide thefull range of network equipmentrequired toconstruct the complex type of communica-tions network now commonly in use byFoundation members.
♥ Opt for a custom-built system. The facilitieswill be better, but the cost is considerablyhigher, to the point whereit can be justifiedonly by those few organisations where thenetwork is an integral part of the business.
 

 
Figure 5.2 Procedures should be set in place forupgrading software in multivendorsystems

♥ Before authorising a software upgrade, checkthat allthe releases to be supplied andinstalled on thedifferent equipment, in the various locations orcountries, are compatible.
♥ Verify all claims about the compatibility of newsoftware releases, and ensure that, in the event ofproblems,it is a simple matterto fall back on theprevious release.
♥ Initiate software upgrades on a pilot system,ifpossible, so that difficulties can be detected beforethey causedisruption.
♥ Use standardtest sets to test the links between thesystems that have been affected by the upgradebefore giving it production status.
♥ Keepa recordof all the own codingintroduced andof the extensions made to standard software ♥ forexample, the contents of parameterfiles.
♥ Maintain records ofall the program bugs found, orimplementation difficulties experienced.
♥ Follow these procedures for all kinds of softwareupgrades.   
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♥ Mix and match products from a variety of
suppliers to achieve the facilities required,
at an acceptable cost. In this option, a
variety of incompatible proprietary tools
will be used for network management,
possibly enhanced by small, customised
facilities. Increasingly, it will become pos-
sible to purchase tools that appear to
provide integration, through filtering and
correlating alarms and other messages from
a numberof proprietary tools to provide a
simpler user interface.

Set up appropriate contingency
arrangements
There is no doubt that a multivendor environ-
ment makes the provision of back-upfacilities
more difficult. The responses to our question-
naire indicate that there is no easy solution,
since it is unlikely that a comprehensive back-
up facility will be available from a disaster-
recovery service supplier for a particular
organisation☂s mix of hardware and systems
software. At one extreme, a large public
corporation had madeno provision whatsoever
for back-upfacilities, and admitted that it had
not even examined the options for contingency
arrangements. At the other extreme, a company
in the financial services sector had duplicated
the computers from its different vendors, at
substantial expense, because the different
computers were unable to provide back-up for
each other.
For most organisations, neither of these
approachesis entirely satisfactory. In a multi-
vendor environment, the requirements for back-
up facilities in the event of equipment failure
or unavailability need to be analysedin detail,
perhaps with somespecialist help. The aim is
to identify which applications need to be backed
up, what level of back-up is appropriate, for
what period of time the loss of the application
is acceptable, and whatlevel of integration must
be provided in the back-up arrangements. As
always, back-up procedures will need to be
documented carefully, andtrial runs should be
organised regularly to ensure that the con-
tingency plans do work.

It is probable that providing emergency back-
up facilities will be more expensive in a
multivendor environment. Planning for the
appropriate level of back-up can help to keep
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the cost down; one Foundation member even
found the cost to be lower than it would have
been in a less well planned, single-vendor
environment.
Ensure that security is not jeopardised
by the weakest link in the chain
Security will be more difficult to guarantee in
a multivendor environment. Where users have
access to more than one mainframe or mini-
computer system, the security controls are more
difficult to administer successfully. At Elec-
tricité de France/Gaz de France, for example,
there is concern overthe difficulty of defining
standard proceduresin a situation where many
users have access to both Bull and IBM main-
frames. The Bull security systemsare different
from the global systems available for IBM
systems (such as RACF and ACF2), making it
very difficult to control access to the multi-
vendor environment with a single, standard,
software interface. The company is concen-
trating on developing standard risk-assessment
proceduresas a first step, while encouraging
each site to develop its own security arrange-
ments.

In a large, highly devolved company such as
Electricité de France, this may be the only
practical solution, but in more centralised
organisations, a central security officer or
department may be required to coverall the
installations in the multivendor environment.
This unit will be charged with designing
standard security procedures as far as is
possible, and monitoring their installation and
usage. Some of the actions it can take are:

♥ To ensure that passwords for each of the
systems are changed regularly.

♥ To discourage the storing of passwords on
intelligent workstations by providing stored
log-in procedures that require the password
to be input as a parameter.

♥ To encourage the technical department to
provide front-end systems that will make
it easy for users to log-in without the need
for varied and complex procedures.

♥ To monitorfailed attempts to enter the sys-
tems, and either take steps to improve the
proceduresforlegitimate users or to follow
up attempted security infringements.

Al
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The subject of systemssecurity will be the topic
of a Foundation Report to be published during
1990.

Manage the sources of supply
On occasions, vendors may disagree about each
other☂s responsibilities or commitments in a
multivendor environment.If disputes occur, the
systems department musttaketheinitiative in
resolving them, but every effort should be made
to prevent such problems arising in the first
place. This will mean clearly defining theresponsibilities of the vendors, andif necessary,
considering alternative sources of supply.
Allocate responsibilities among vendors
In any systemsactivity,it is important to makesure that the responsibilities of the participantsin a project are clearly defined ♥ that everyoneknows what he is expected to do, when heisexpected todoit, and how his performance willbe evaluated. In a multivendor environment,this is particularly important. The level ofperformance that the vendors and theirproducts are expected to reach should beset outin formal contracts, and the various vendorsshould understand precisely how responsibilitiesare allocated between them. In this way,systems directors will be able to monitor theperformance of vendors, and to provide themwith regular feedback. They will then be in aposition to judge which vendoris providing thebest value for money, and to negotiate withthose whose performanceis not up to standard.
A surprisingly large number of organisationsmake no attempt to measure the performanceof their suppliers; others go to considerablelengths. For example, the Sun Exploration andProduction Co., a USoil exploration company,has developed a computerised trouble-reportingsystemthat is used to track maintenance andsupport performance. Such sophisticatedtracking systems are neither common, noressential, for most organisations, but some toolsand systematic procedures will need to beintroduced to record performance data. Themost important items to be recorded by suchaperformance-monitoring procedureare listed inFigure 5.3, although in particular circumstances,other items may need to be included,or givenparticular emphasis.

Clearly, managing relationships with vendors isnot a spare-time task. It should be recognisedas a separaterole in the systems function, andbe made the responsibility of one or morespecific individuals. Usually, the systemsdirectorwill take responsibility for muchofthistask.
Consideralternative sources of supply
Several Foundation members commentedthattheirmultivendor environment had ☁inevitably☂led them to consider third-party maintenanceas an effective way of unifying the maintenanceof equipmentfrom different vendors,of feelingless ☁in the hands☂ of hardware suppliers, andof introducing an element of competition, andso reducing the overall cost of maintenance.
Having a single source of maintenanceservicescan be a very attractive option for systemsdirectors:
♥ They will receive unified support, billing,fault reporting, contracting, and service-level agreements.
♥ Theywill avoid having to comply with theconditions imposed by various hardwarevendors ♥ for example, change-control ortesting procedures.
♥ They will avoid disputes about whois toblame for particular faults in the system.
Hardware suppliers see the provision of third-party maintenance services as a growingbusiness opportunity, and are now offering tomaintain other vendors☂ equipment as well astheir own. To date, however, few contracts ofthis type have been signed. Systems directorsmay be concerned about the motive of theirmain vendor if he offers to maintain othervendors☂ equipment, or abouthis capability todo the job well, or about his ability to obtainspare parts and provide satisfactorydocumentation.
It is moredifficult to obtain a single source ofmaintenance for the telecommunicationsnetwork, becauseof the multiplicity of suppliersusually involved in the configuration. Not alltelecommunications vendors are willing to takeon the role of lead supplier, and they maycharge heavily for accepting responsibility forall the interfaces to and between othersuppliers☂ equipment. This is a worthwhileoption to consider only if there is a main
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Product-related measures
Mean time betweenfailures
Maydistinguish between different types offailure, but in
such cases, the categories offailures in different
environments must be comparable.
Planned and unplanned down-time
Usually expressed as a proportion of the scheduled time
for which the product should be available. In order to be
comparable in a multivendor environment, such measures
should be based on the same basic availability schedules.
If this is not possible, every effort should be made to
ensure that the derived measuresfor different software
environments are compatible.
System response times
It will usually be extremely difficult to define system
responsetimes in a way that makesit possible to
compare them directly in different software environments,
because of different workloads and different
configurations. Nevertheless, objectives should be set and
performance monitored for each environment.
Compliance with standards
Used to evaluate whether products conform to the
standards set by the technical architecture. These could
be open standards, or proprietary standards, or even
standards defined by the user organisation itself, possibly
in collaboration with suppliers. This is unlikely to be a
quantitative measure;instead, it is likely to indicate
whether the product conformsto various aspects of the
standards underlying the technical architecture.
Vendor-related measures
Call-out time and time to fix
Basic measures of the quality of support provided by the 

Figure 5.3 The performance of vendors and their products should be judged according to agreed measures

vendor. These may bedifficult to standardise, especially if
different vendors are given different objectives ♥ for
example, a vendor of a computer system supporting
realtime applications may have much morestringent
criteria to meet than a vendorof a system that supports a
batch workload only. Instead, it might be more useful to
measure how often the vendor responds within the
agreed time.
Performance against commitments
Monitors how the vendors honourtheir commitments,
especially delivery dates. Rather than attempting to keep
track of each and every commitment,it is usually
advisable to focus on either a particular type of
commitment ♥ for example, delivery dates or
implementation of standards ♥ or to categorise aspects
of the commitment and to measure only the most
important. It will be very difficult to make these measures
strictly comparable betweendifferent vendors,butit will
show up any major differences in vendors☂ performance
in this area.
Price/performance
In some ways, the mostinteresting of all measures, but
probably also the mostdifficult to handle correctly. Many
organisations use comparatively straightforward measures,
such as the cost of a ☁standard☂ configuration, or of a
specific service.
Level of support provided
Measure of the basic scope of the support given,
including hours of coverage,availability of online
assistance, and definition and handling of major and minor
failures. It also covers ancillary services, such astraining
and documentation.  
 
communications supplier who already plays
a major role in the success of the network.
Alternative sources of supply can also be
considered for services usually provided by an
organisation☂s own staff. This will inevitably
lead to consideringfacilities management, with
all the same advantages and disadvantages that

apply in a single-vendor environment. In a
multivendor environment, facilities manage-
ment may be an attractive option for one of the
environments, where the systems function is in
the process of converting from one environment
to another, or where one software environment
is no longer being actively developed.
 

Report conclusion
Because there are strong business pressures
favouring multivendor environments, they will
be inevitable for many organisations. They are,
however, more complex, and therefore more
difficult to manage than single-vendoror single-
architecture environments, and they are costly
to operate.
While multivendor environments can provide
benefits, their effect on costsis often not clearly
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understood. Multi-architecture mainframe
environments are nearly always more expensive
than equivalent single-architecture environ-
ments. In a single-architecture, multivendor
environment,the greatest savings can be made
in the acquisition of hardware, becauseit is
possible to negotiate the best deal from
competing vendors. In a multi-architecture,
multivendor environment, savings can be
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achieved in the acquisition of hardware and
applications software, but they are likely to be
more than outweighed by substantial additional
costs in other areas, especially the continuing
cost of the staff required to integrate applica-
tions in the different software environments.
The substantial continuing cost of staff can be
controlled to some extent by employing as many
people as possible who can workeffectively in
several software environments. This will give
managers muchgreaterflexibility in allocating
staff to projects, and at the same time, will
increase staff motivation and reduce staff
turnover. Good recruitment, training, and job-
rotation schemesall have a role to play in
achieving the right mix of environment-
independent and vendor-specific skills.

A suitable technical architecture, covering
hardware, software infrastructure, and applica-
tions, will play a significant part in reducing thecosts of integration, but defining and imple-mentingit will require a lot of time and efforton the part of senior systems staff and users.The aims should be to reduce the number ofsoftware environments to the minimumconsistent with business needs, and to make themultivendor environmenttransparentto users.Software environments, such as Unix, which
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allow different vendors☂ hardware to beincluded in the technical architecture, areuseful in pursuit of the first of these aims.Standards, while representing only one part ofthe solution, can be very helpful in the second.
From an operational point of view, making themultivendor environment transparentto usershas implications for the way the help desk isstaffed and run, and for the operationalprocedures, particularly with respect to manag-ing upgrades and enhancements to the overallconfiguration. To maintain a stable operationalservice in a multivendor environment, managersmay sometimesneed to call on the services ofthird-party maintenance companies, subcon-tractors, or organisations offering facilities-management services.

These are demanding and challenging tasks.Managing successfully in a multivendorenvironment will require systems directors tostrike a balance between the business pressuresto increase the number of vendors, and themanagement time and costs that willundoubtedly be incurred by doing so. Theywillneed to be prepared to make this commitmentof time andeffort if the benefits of operatingin a multivendor environmentare to berealisedwithout a heavy cost penalty.
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Appendix
The Commission of the European Communities

operates successfully in a multivendor

The Commission of the European Communities
(CEC)is one of theinstitutions administering the
European Economic Community. It employs
about 12,000 civil servants, and is based in
Brussels and Luxembourg. The systems function
has over 500 permanentstaff, most of whom are
based in Luxembourg. Most users are 200
kilometres away in Brussels.

The CEChasconsistently pursued a multivendor
policy, which it sees as necessary to retain
independence from individual vendors and to
have access to the most appropriate technology
for its users. The central computer facility in
Luxembourgis based on mainframes from four
manufacturers ♥ Amdahl, Bull, ICL, and
Siemens ♥ all running proprietary operating
systems, although a strategy for migration to
open systems has been formulated for main-
frames. Departmental computing in Luxem-
bourg and Brussels is based on Unix machines
(from a numberof suppliers including Bull, NCR,
Nixdorf, and Olivetti), and some personal
computing on MS-DOS-compatible systems.
There are over 40 local information systems
units in Brussels and Luxembourg, each with
one or more departmental Unix machines, with
terminals and personal computers attached.

Tackling the problem of
technical integration
The CEC distinguishes between hardware
integration and software integration. The major
problems of linking up different vendors☂
hardware areessentially solved. Integration of
different software environments is more
difficult, and is more of an issue for the
departmental systems and personal computers
than for the central mainframes, which run
largely independentapplications. Integrationis
predominantly user-driven, because users need
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environment

to be able to access many different services from
their workstations. The pressure originating
from usersis illustrated by the growth in the
numberof workstations ♥ from 450 in 1980, to
an expected 6,000 in 1990, when half of the
CEC☂s staff will have a workstation on their
desks.
To tackle the integration problems, the CEC has
defined what it refers to as an ☁informatics
architecture☂, which essentially sets out how it
sees its hardware, communications, and soft-
ware environments evolving up to 1995. This
informatics architecture uses open systems
standards wheneverpossible.
The CEC☂s informatics architecture is based on
a domain concept, illustrated in Figure A.1,
overleaf. A domain is defined as an independent
information systems unit including hardware,
software, personnel, and some management
responsibility. Within an organisation such as
the CEC, there maybe several domains,called
local domains, which serve specific user groups.
Local domainsare interconnected, both to each
other, and to the organisation☂s corporate
computing and telecommunications facilities, by
a Domain Communication Network (DCN). The
ensemble of local domains, the DCN, and
corporate facilities constitute the organisation☂s
private domain, which canbe linked to public
facilities (the public domain) provided by, for
example, the PTT, and from there to the private
domains of other organisations.
The informatics architecture specifies the hard-
ware and software underlying this structure.
Someof the central elementsare listed below:
♥ The operating systems for the central

computingfacilities are VME (ICL), BS2000
(Siemens), VM/CMS and MVS (Amdahl/IBM),
and GCOSS8 (Bull). Unix will eventually
replace the proprietary operating systems.
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Figure A.1 The domain structure of the CEC☂s informatics architecture
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(Source: Commission of the European Communities)   ♥ Local-domain computing is based on Unixfor departmental computers, andinitially,on MS-DOS (later Unix) for personalcomputers.
♥ The central mainframeswill be linked by ahigh-speed network.
♥ A packet switched data network providesthe DCN.
♥ Ethernet LANsinterconnect Unix machineswithin one local domain, and later, willconnect workstations to Unix machines.
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♥ Protocol converters, initially standalone,andlater incorporated in the local-domainUnix computers, will provide access to thedifferent mainframe systemsin the centralcomputingfacility for interactive working.
The hardware supporting this environmentcould comefrom anyofthe selected suppliers.
With these elements, the CEC is now seekingto assemble user services with commerciallyavailable software components. It is lookingparticularly for software which:
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♥ Is easily integrated with other software
components in the Unix environment.

♥ Is transportable or available in as many
different software environments as possible.

♥ Provides a consistent user interface.
♥ Is designed for distributed processing.
The main concernis for the departmentallocal-
domain computers, where software components
need to be able to share information and offer
a unified user interface. So far, Q-Office and
Oracle are the main software elements selected
for local-domain computers, but eventually, the
CEC aimsto select a set of products capable of
interworking, without beingtied to a particular
vendor. This is difficult since there are, as yet,
few standards in prospect which might be of
help here. The CEC expects client-server
architectures to become increasingly useful.

Creating a consistent user
interface
As the pressure for integration comeslargely
from the users needing to access applications
running in different software environments,
networking and protocol conversion facilities
are important elements of the informatics
architecture. Simply having access to different
machines is not enough; a consistent user
interface is required for accessing different
services. In order to achieve this, the CEC is
developing a User Agent Service (UAS), an
application which connects the user with any
service that he is authorised to access. The UAS
will:
♥ Give guidance on identifying the appro-

priate service and formulating access
requests.

♥ Support a first-level access control to
requested services.

♥ Establish the connection to the requested
service.

♥ Collect accounting data on the service used.
The UASis based on a client-server concept. The
relationships between its main constituent
parts, and their location in the domain
structure, are shownin Figure A.2, overleaf. A
consistent graphical user interface will be
provided when appropriate workstations are
widely available.
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Developing the informatics
architecture
In its informatics architecture, the CEC has
defined an evolutionary path forits IT systems,
identifying four major stages. This makes it
much easier to select products that can be
integrated into the existing infrastructure
withouttoo great a cost. The evolutionary archi-
tecture also shows up areas wherespecialised
integration products are required. For example,
Steps 2 and3 call for multiprotocol convertors,
which allow users to access old systems using
different proprietary terminal protocols on
different mainframe computers from the same
terminal.
The informatics architecture was developed in
close liaison with suppliers, and many ideas
were discussed with vendors to get their
feedback. Periodically, the CEC organises
meetings with all of its suppliers in order to
present different elements of its informatics
architecture to them. In particular, the CEC
needs to understand suppliers☂ attitudes to
standards, of whichit must take account when
updating the informatics architecture.

Recognising the importance
of a standards policy
The definition of standards is central to the
CEC☂s IT architecture. The CEC wants these
standards to be independent of any particular
vendor, enabling it to buy as many products as
possible as commodity items. It therefore has
astrong commitmentto open systemsstandards.
Waiting for standards to becomeestablished
before incorporating them in the informatics
architecture is too slow, and would restrict
users☂ access to new technologies. Therefore,
the CEC has decided to intercept emerging
standards. Thus, Unix was adoptedas a central
plank of the CEC☂s IT strategy in 1984, well
before most industry experts consideredit to be
an industry standard. The CECis awarethatthis
approachincreasestherisks, and it attempts to
limit these risks in two ways:
♥ By influencingthe processof defining stan-

dards. The CEC participates in standards-
setting bodies, discusses standards re-
quirements with its vendors, and includes
compliance with standards as a mandatory
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Figure A.2 The structure of the CEC☂s User Agent Service
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requirement in its procurement. The CECbelieves that many userorganisations coulddo much morein this respect and that theycould exert a much greater influence oversuppliers in support of standards. (The CECalso directly influences standards by issuingdirectives and regulations, such as CouncilDecision 87/95/EEC, making the compliance
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with open standards a mandatory criterion
in public procurement wherever possible.)
By keeping a close watch on the technology,the vendors, and the economicsof different
technologies, in order to be in a better
position to predict which standards arelikely to become widely supported. The CEC
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has appointed ☁product managers☂, whose
task is to follow the evolution of the product
types of interest to the CEC (workstations,
departmental computers, LANs, database
management systems, and so on). Product
managersalso play a major role in procuring
new products and defining the informatics
architecture of the CEC. The CEC believes
that for a product managerto play his part
successfully, he needs to be technically
competent, to understand the users☂ needs
and to be able to commandthe respect of
his colleagues ♥ a rather rare mix of skills.

Following this policy obviously requires
additional effort; the CEC estimatesthat it could
amount to the equivalent of two people full-
time, in addition to the broadly spread effort
required to define and maintain the informatics
architecture. The CEC believes, however, that
these costs are outweighed by being able to
bring newfacilities to users earlier, and by the
reduced cost of integration.

Keeping the inventory
up to date
The day-to-day operational managementof the
CEC☂s decentralised multivendor environment
is the responsibility of a separate unit within the
systemsdirectorate. Its mission is to supply and
support the decentralised hardware and soft-
ware used by the 40 or morelocal information
systems units, which are of different sizes and
at different stages of IT development.
As there are so many different versions of
hardware and softwareinstalled with the users,
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a good andeffective release-control and con-
figuration-change-management system is far
more important in the CEC☂s multivendor
environmentthan it would be in a single-vendor
environment. Support and maintenance can be
effective only if detailed and reliable records
exist of the hardwareand softwareinstalled in
each of the local systems units. The CEC has a
policy of rotating equipment between user
departmentsas their requirements evolve; this
policy is also dependent on the existence of an
up-to-date inventory.

It is not, however, easy to keep the equipment
inventory up to date. Much of the equipment
installed in the users☂ departments is easily
moved by the users themselves. Furthermore,
the procedures that have been designed to deal
with office moves are lengthy, and when a move
needs to be madefast, it may be carried out
before the paperwork is completed. Site visits
are therefore essential to ensure that the
inventory is accurately maintained.

Although the CEC has developed a computer
application to control the inventory, main-
taining it still requires a considerable effort.
Around 20 people keep track of the locations
of all items of equipment. There is no doubt in
the CEC☂s mind that the task is considerably
complicated by the numbers of vendors
involved, and bytheslight differences between
the products of different vendors. The CEC
therefore intendsto select ranges of equipment
from a reduced numberof suppliers, and each
supplier will be required to guarantee that the
different products within his range are fully
compatible.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising in the
application of information technology within com-
merce, government, and industry. The company
offers a wide rangeofservices both to suppliers and
users of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
isa service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundationsets out to study on behalf
of subscribing membersthe opportunities and possible
threats arising from developments in the field of
information systems.
The Foundation not only provides access to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.
Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundationarelarge organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developments in
information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers
of the technology. The membershipis international,
with participants from Australia, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere.
The Foundation research programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the
research topicsare selected by Butler Cox andhalf by
preferences expressed by the membership. Eachyear
a shortlist of topics is circulated for consideration by
the members. Memberorganisations rank the topics
according to their own requirements and as a result
of this process, members☂ preferences are determined.

Before each researchproject starts there is a further
opportunity for membersto influence the direction of
the research. A detailed description of the project
definingits scope and the issues to be addressed is sent
to all members for comment.
The report series
The Foundation publishes six reports each year. The
reports are intended to be read primarilyby senior and
middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. Theyare, however,
written inastyle that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues and on offering advice and guidance on how and
whento address those issues.
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